
ABSTRACT 

SINGH, KUNWAR KRISHNA VEER. Frontiers in using LiDAR to Analyze Urban 

Landscape Heterogeneity. (Under the direction of committee chair Ross K. Meentemeyer.) 

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) technology has facilitated extraordinary 

advances in our ability to remotely sense precise details of both built and natural 

environments. The inherent complexity of urban landscapes and the massive data volumes 

produced by LiDAR require unique methodological considerations for big data remote 

sensing over large metropolitan regions. The heterogeneous landscapes of the rapidly 

urbanizing Charlotte Metropolitan Region of North Carolina provided an ideal testing ground 

for developing methods of analysis for urban ecosystems over large regional extents, 

including: (1) fusion of LiDAR digital surface models (DSMs) with Landsat TM imagery to 

balance spatial resolution, data volume, and mapping accuracy of urban land covers, (2) 

comparison of LiDAR-derived metrics to fine grain optical imagery – and their integration – 

for detecting forest understory plant invaders, and (3) data reduction techniques for 

computationally efficient estimation of aboveground woody biomass in urban forests. 

In Chapter 1, I examined tradeoffs between potential gains in mapping accuracy and 

computational costs by integrating DSMs (structural and intensity) extracted from LiDAR 

with TM imagery and evaluating the degree to which TM, LiDAR, and LiDAR-TM fusion 

data discriminated land covers. I used Maximum Likelihood and Classification Tree 

algorithms to classify TM data, LiDAR data, and LiDAR-TM fusions. I assessed the relative 

contributions of LiDAR DSMs to map classification accuracy and identified an optimal 

spatial resolution of LiDAR DSMs for large area assessments of urban land cover. In Chapter 

2, I analyzed combinations of datasets developed from categorized LiDAR-derived variables 

(Overstory, Understory, Topography, and Overall Vegetation Characteristics) and IKONOS 

imagery (Optical) to detect and map the understory plant invader, Ligustrum sinense, using 

Random Forest (RF) and logistic regression (LR) algorithms, and I assessed the relative 

contributions of sensors and forest landscape structures. I compared the top performing 

models developed using RF and LR and used the best overall model to map the distribution 

of L. sinense occurrence across the urbanizing forest landscapes of the region. In chapter 3, I 

examined the effects of LiDAR point density and landscape context on the estimation of 



biomass (of general Urban Forest and of three specific Forest Types) using multiple linear 

regression. I compared biomass estimation accuracies of the Urban Forest and Forest Type 

models and between the top-performing models of these two Forest categories. For the effect 

of landscape context, I quantified the degree to which the presence of built development 

influenced biomass estimation, and I analyzed the effect of canopy stratification on the 

estimation of biomass. 

A unifying theme of my dissertation is to advance LiDAR analytics for accurate and 

detailed estimation of urban landscape heterogeneity over large regional extents. The results 

of the three studies suggest that establishing optimal resolution and point density for LiDAR 

data is a highly effective method of pursuing large area studies of urban landscape 

heterogeneity, and the fusion of LiDAR-derived variables and multispectral data is beneficial 

in some applications such as improving class discrimination of spectrally similar land cover 

types. Finally, the direct measurement of forest understory and overstory structure through 

LiDAR has proven valuable for the study of complex and heterogeneous ecosystems like 

urban forests. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The three-dimensional (3D) structural characteristics of Light Detection and Ranging 

(LiDAR) remote sensing have facilitated extraordinary advances in our understanding of 

urban and environmental systems. Structural characteristics of LiDAR have been applied 

‘alone’ and through ‘fusion’ with optical satellite remote sensing data in a range of 

applications focused on the built and natural environment. For example, LiDAR has been 

explored extensively in natural systems at broader scales for quantifying structural 

characteristics of forest stands, plant species distribution, forest fuel estimation, forest fire 

management, and classification of coastal vegetation and wetlands (Erdody and Moskal 

2010; Gilmore et al. 2008; Hudak et al. 2002; Jones et al. 2010; Koetz et al. 2008; Popescu et 

al. 2002). In urban systems, LiDAR applications include developing digital surface models of 

urban landscapes and infrastructure, land-use classification, three-dimensional modeling of 

buildings, feature extraction, and delineating flood zones (Awrangjeb et al. 2010; Chen et al. 

2009; Guo et al. 2011; Lloyd and Atkinson 2002; Meng et al. 2009). The speed in which 

urbanization is generating complexity in these dynamic systems requires methodological 

advancements in LiDAR applications to map, measure, and model spatial heterogeneity over 

large regions. 

LiDAR remote sensing holds great promise to resolve three immediate challenges 

associated with mapping spatial heterogeneity of urban landscapes. First, the spatial 

heterogeneity inherent to urban environments represents a substantial challenge to 

discriminating spectrally similar land-use and land-cover (LULC) types found along urban-

rural gradients. Integrating structural characteristics of LiDAR with optical remote sensing 

(ORS) may increase classification performance by improving discrimination among 

spectrally similar land use types such as forest, farmland, and managed clearings. However, 

LiDAR-fusion studies are typically limited to small spatial extents due to LiDAR’s high cost, 

small footprint, and large data volume, leaving unanswered questions regarding the efficacy 

of using LiDAR-optical data fusion approaches to map LULC over large urbanizing regions. 

Second, the spatial and vertical heterogeneity of complex landscapes exposes the limitations 

of using conventional approaches to detect and map the growing problem of exotic plant 
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species invasions in the understory of urban forests (e.g. integrating optical remote sensing 

with species distribution models (SDMs)). While the predictive accuracy of SDMs varies 

significantly (Elith et al. 2010) and ORS has limited ability to detect the structure and 

composition of forested landscapes, LiDAR-derived metrics and their integration with high-

resolution ORS data is unexplored to investigate the distribution of understory invasive plant, 

Ligustrum sinense, commonly known as Chinese privet. Third, we are faced with a growing 

need to better understand the spatial extent of forest resources in urbanizing regions and the 

ecosystem services they provide. This requires that we overcome the challenge of mapping 

aboveground biomass of remnant forests over large urbanizing regions with approaches 

intend to minimize LiDAR point-density while maximizing computational efficacy and 

accuracy estimates. LiDAR may provide a top-down solution for each of these challenges 

that also aids the development and implementation of urban forest management. 

In the dissertation, I address three research objectives: 1) examine the fusion of 

LiDAR digital surface models with Landsat TM imagery to improve accuracy of mapping 

urban landscape heterogeneity over large regional extents, 2) evaluate the performance of 

LiDAR-derived metrics compare to IKONOS imagery and the combination of these data for 

detecting and mapping the spatial distribution of invasive understory plant, Ligustrum 

sinense, invasion in urbanizing forest landscapes, and 3) examine the effects of LiDAR point 

density and landscape context on the estimation of aboveground biomass of remnant forests 

in urbanizing landscapes. Each research objective represents both an individual chapter in the 

dissertation and a publishable manuscript. The first chapter is published in the ISPRS Journal 

of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing in November 2012 entitled, ‘LiDAR-Landsat data 

fusion for large-area assessment of urban land cover: balancing spatial resolution, data 

volume and mapping accuracy’. 
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Abstract 

The structural characteristics of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data are 

increasingly used to classify urban environments at fine scales, but have been underutilized 

for distinguishing heterogeneous land covers over large urban regions due to high cost, 

limited spectral information, and the computational difficulties posed by inherently large data 

volumes. Here we explore tradeoffs between potential gains in mapping accuracy with 

computational costs by integrating structural and intensity surface models extracted from 

LiDAR data with Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) imagery and evaluating the degree to 

which TM, LiDAR, and LiDAR-TM fusion data discriminated land covers in the rapidly 

urbanizing region of Charlotte, North Carolina, USA. Using supervised maximum likelihood 

(ML) and classification tree (CT) methods, we classified TM data at 30m and LiDAR data 

and LiDAR-TM fusions at 1 m, 5 m, 10 m, 15 m and 30 m resolutions. We assessed the 

relative contributions of LiDAR structural and intensity surface models to classification map 

accuracy and identified optimal spatial resolution of LiDAR surface models for large-area 

assessments of urban land cover. ML classification of 1 m LiDAR-TM fusions using both 

structural and intensity surface models increased total accuracy by 32% compared to LiDAR 

alone and by 8% over TM at 30m. Fusion data using all LiDAR surface models improved 

class discrimination of spectrally similar forest, farmland, and managed clearings and 

produced the highest total accuracies at 1 m, 5 m, and 10 m resolutions (87.2%, 86.3% and 

85.4%, respectively). At all resolutions of fusion data and using either ML or CT classifier, 

the relative contribution of the LiDAR structural surface models (canopy height and 

normalized digital surface model) to classification accuracy is greater than the intensity 

surface. Our evaluation of tradeoffs between data volume and thematic map accuracy for this 

study system suggests that a spatial resolution of 5 m for LiDAR surface models best 

balances classification performance and the computational challenges posed by large-area 

assessments of land cover. 

 

Keywords: LiDAR, Landsat, fusion, land cover, large-area assessment, mapping accuracy, 

managed clearings 
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1. Introduction 

Land-cover change in rapidly urbanizing regions is significantly changing the way 

societies experience their environment, with wide-ranging economic and ecological 

implications, including local climate change (Guneralp and Seto 2008), biodiversity loss 

(Gagne and Fahrig 2011), flood hazards (White and Greer 2006), fragmentation (Irwin and 

Bockstael 2007), and the degradation of ecosystem services (Turner 2010) and aesthetic 

value (Sander et al. 2010). The speed at which urbanization generates spatial heterogeneity 

and landscape fragmentation (Irwin and Bockstael 2007) makes it difficult to accurately track 

land-use and land-cover (LULC) changes at a desired scale and reasonable cost (Esch et al. 

2009). Remotely-sensed data and imagery provide a comprehensive, scalable means for 

detecting and quantifying LULC change, and its use in mapping urban growth, estimating 

population density, and modeling sustainability and quality of life is becoming increasingly 

popular as the scale, cost, and spatial-temporal coverage improve (Rogan and Chen 2004). 

However, the spatial heterogeneity inherent to urban environments represents substantial 

challenges to discriminating LULC types using remotely sensed data. Spectral mixtures of 

vegetation and impervious surfaces common in transitory urbanizing landscapes challenge 

the ability of spectral-based, hard classification algorithms, such as maximum likelihood 

(ML), to detect unique signatures and accurately assign pixels to a probable dominant class 

(Lo and Choi 2004). Standard LULC classification schema for moderate-resolution data at 

regional and greater scales often lack the specificity (e.g., “mixed” class) and completeness 

(e.g., “other” class) necessary for accurate representation of complex urbanizing landscapes. 

For example, the Anderson Classification (Anderson 1976) mixes the concepts of LULC at 

all levels, which is insufficient to measure environmental impacts and facilitate urban growth 

prediction and planning (Ridd 1995). These systemic sources of error are manifested in a 

number of classification products, such as the widely used Landsat-based National Land 

Cover Database  in which accuracy varies tremendously along both spatial and temporal 

scales (Wickham et al. 2010) with recognized difficulties in distinguishing low-density 

development (Irwin and Bockstael 2007). 
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Alternative methodologies exist that move beyond per-pixel, spectral-based 

approaches in an effort to improve LULC discrimination in urban systems. For example, 

spectral mixture models, fuzzy sets, and neural networks produce sub-pixel multivariate 

outputs amenable to the environmental continuum (Carpenter et al. 1999; Wu and Murray 

2003; Zhang and Foody 2001). Object-based algorithms may also be used to exploit the 

spatial configuration of groups of neighboring pixels to improve accuracy (Chen et al. 2012). 

Other  approaches integrate data from sensors with much finer spectral resolutions (eg., 

hyperspectral) or that capture the vertical structure of the built and natural environment (eg., 

radar, laser) (Guo et al. 2011; Koch 2010). Spatial and spectral resolutions are foremost 

considerations in the choice of different sensors, image classifiers, and classification schemes 

to accurately represent the heterogeneity of human-made and natural features found along 

urban-rural gradients. Moderate-resolution, multispectral imagery, such as Landsat series 

data, is one of the primary sources of concurrent, globally-available imagery used in mapping 

landscapes over time and at broad geographical scales. However, the limited spatial and 

spectral resolution provided by Landsat sensors makes discrimination of spectrally-similar 

vegetated covers prevalent in transitioning urban and suburbanizing landscapes difficult, 

leading to unsatisfactory classification results (Wickham et al. 2010).  

The Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) airborne laser scanner has emerged as an 

increasingly popular tool for collecting very high-resolution structural data representing the 

vertical dimension of the Earth’s surface  by measuring the travel time of laser pulses 

between the sensor and earth objects (Jensen 2007). LiDAR data have been used in a range 

of environmental applications such as creating digital surface models of urban landscapes 

and infrastructure (Lloyd and Atkinson 2002; Meng et al. 2009), quantifying structural 

characteristics of forest stands (Dubayah and Drake 2000; Lim et al. 2003; Popescu et al. 

2002), and delineating flood zones (Raber et al. 2007). However, the relatively narrow range 

of spectral information has limited the utility of LiDAR in LULC assessments (Chen 2007). 

Fusion of LiDAR and optical remote sensing data has been explored in natural 

systems for mapping forest structural attributes, plant species distribution, forest fuel 

estimation, forest fire management, and classification of coastal areas and wetlands (Erdody 
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and Moskal 2010; Gilmore et al. 2008; Hudak et al. 2002; Jones et al. 2010; Koetz et al. 

2008; Popescu et al. 2002). In urban systems, LiDAR and LiDAR-optical fusion data have 

been applied to LULC classification, 3D modeling, and feature extraction (Awrangjeb et al. 

2010; Chen et al. 2009; Guo et al. 2011; Meng et al. 2009). Though promising, fusion studies 

are typically limited to small spatial extents due to LiDAR’s high cost, small footprint, and 

large data volume, leaving questions unanswered regarding the efficacy of using LiDAR-

optical data fusion approaches to map land cover over large, urbanizing regions (1000s of 

km
2
). For example, how can we best leverage the high resolution of LiDAR data and its 

structural and intensity surface models to identify coarser resolutions that, when fused with 

moderate-resolution multispectral imagery, strikes a balance between computational 

efficiency and classification accuracy for mapping LULC over large, spatially and vertically 

heterogeneous regions? 

This study examines the degree to which fusion of structural and intensity surface 

models of LiDAR with Landsat TM imagery improves mapping accuracy of spectrally 

similar LULC types found along urban-rural gradients, including forest, farmland, and 

managed clearings. Using Mecklenburg County in the Greater Charlotte Metropolitan area of 

North Carolina as a case study, we classified Landsat TM imagery at 30 m, and LiDAR and 

LiDAR-TM fusions at five resolutions (1 m, 5 m, 10 m, 15 m and 30 m) by applying two 

commonly used classification algorithms: maximum likelihood (ML) and classification tree 

(CT). We quantified the accuracy of resulting thematic maps using total accuracy and three 

class-level accuracies. This evaluation allowed us to 1) determine the best performing 

combination of data inputs and classifier, 2) assess individual and combined contributions of 

LiDAR structural and intensity surface models to classification accuracy using fusion data, 

and 3) identify an optimal spatial resolution for processing LiDAR surface models that 

maximizes computational efficiency while maintaining high classification accuracy. The 

outcome of this study is intended to facilitate further application of LiDAR surface models 

over large regions in conjunction with moderate resolution remote sensing data to improve 

LULC classification along urban-rural gradients. 
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2. Methods 

2.1. Study system  

Mecklenburg County (1415 km
2
) is located within the Piedmont physiographic 

province in the center of the Charlotte Metropolitan Area of North Carolina, USA (Fig. 1a). 

Regional topography of this rapidly urbanizing region is characterized by a rolling landscape 

which increases in elevation from approximately 91 m in the eastern part of the county to 

about 457 m in the west. Historically, the region was dominated by oak-hickory-pine forests, 

many of which were logged and converted to agricultural lands. Since the mid-1970s, the 

Charlotte region has experienced rapid growth, transitioning from a primarily forest and 

agricultural landscape to a mix of high- to low-density urbanized land uses. Between 1985 

and 2008, the county converted 33% of its tree cover and 3% of its open space to urbanized 

lands. Over the same period, the area of impervious surfaces, such as roads, buildings and 

parking lots, increased 60%, a trend that is expected to continue (Meentemeyer et al. 2013). 

 

2.2. Landsat TM data 

We acquired two Landsat TM images dated 21 May 2007 from the USGS EROS 

center. We then subset the three visible bands (blue, 0.45 - 0.52 µm; green, 0.52 - 0.60 µm; 

red, 0.63 - 0.69 µm) and three short-wave infrared bands (nir, 0.76 - 0.90 µm; mir1, 1.55 -

1.75 µm; mir2, 2.08 -2.35 µm) with spatial resolution of 30 m (Fig. 1b) and excluded the 

thermal band from further analysis. We reprojected the 6-band images into the State Plane 

Coordinate System (NC FIPS 3200, NAD 1983, meters). We calibrated the images to 

exoatmospheric (at-sensor) reflectance and atmospherically corrected them using the image-

based COST method (Chavez 1996). We converted the raw digital numbers to at-sensor 

radiance based on published TM standard calibration coefficients  followed by conversion to 

at-sensor reflectance (Mahiny and Turner 2007). 
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2.3. LiDAR data 

We obtained 691 tiles of airborne LiDAR data, each with dimensions 1524 m x 1524 

m, (Fig. 1b) from the Storm Water Services Division of Charlotte-Mecklenburg County 

government office. Original data acquisition by Kucera International, Inc. (Willoughby, 

Ohio, USA) occurred during 12-15 February 2007. LiDAR data were captured using a Leica 

ALS50 sensor coupled with a POSAV Applanix global positioning system (GPS)/inertial 

navigation system (INS) system mounted to a fixed wing aircraft. During the survey, 

GPS/INS data were acquired and processed in forward and reverse directions and concurrent 

ground-based GPS base station data was collected for georeferencing the LiDAR sensor's 

position, angle, and orientation relative to the horizontal and vertical coordinate datums. The 

sensor recorded first and last returns and intensity at a platform altitude of 1676.4 m above 

mean terrain (AMT) with an average point spacing of 1.4 m between any two neighboring 

points. Horizontal and vertical accuracies are 0.30 m RMSE and 0.18 m RMSE, respectively, 

and meet the Geospatial Positioning Accuracy Standards Part 3: National Standard for 

Spatial Data Accuracy (NSSDA) published by the Federal Geographic Data Committee 

(Jensen 2007). 

 

2.3.1.  LiDAR data processing 

Each LiDAR tile is comprised of a dense collection of georeferenced points with the 

following attributes: x coordinate, y coordinate, return height (z), return type (first (top-of-

canopy height) or last (ground level height)), and intensity, a spectral property of LiDAR 

data that measures the amount of energy backscattered from features on the Earth’s surface. 

We interpolated point data for each LiDAR tile using the LiDAR Analyst extension for 

ArcGIS 9 (LiDAR Analyst Edition 4.2, Visual Learning Systems, Inc., Missoula, MT) and 

produced 1 m, 5 m, 10 m, 15 m, and 30 m resolution raster datasets representing first return 

(Fig. 2a), last return (Fig. 2b), bare-earth (Fig. 2c) and intensity. Using these basic inputs, we 

developed three LiDAR surface models at key resolutions for each of the 691 tiles, including 

a canopy height model (Fig. 2d), a normalized digital surface model (Fig. 2e), and an 
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intensity surface (Fig. 2f). Processing surface models at multiple, coarser resolutions allowed 

us to investigate alternate resolutions for regional extent analyses and significantly reduced 

file size while increasing data processing efficiency. For example, the county-wide canopy 

height model was reduced from approximately 5 GB (gigabytes) at 1 m resolution to 

approximately 200 MB (megabytes) at 5 m resolution. 

  

2.3.2. Canopy height model 

The canopy height model (CHM) provided estimates of vegetation height in tenths of 

meters (Fig. 2d). We derived the CHM by subtracting the LiDAR last return raster (Fig. 2b) 

from the first return (Fig. 2a). Because vegetation typically provides a first return (top-of-

canopy) and last return (ground level), this simple approach is effective for distinguishing 

vegetation canopy from human-made features in heterogeneous urbanized landscapes. 

Previous studies subtracted bare earth digital terrain models (DTM) from the LiDAR first 

return, which is more suitable in homogeneous forested landscapes (Zimble et al. 2003). 

CHM as derived in this study accurately represents the extent of canopy cover along urban-

rural gradients.  

 

2.3.3. Normalized digital surface model 

The normalized digital surface model (nDSM) represents the absolute elevation of 

aboveground natural and human-made features, excluding the influence of topography (Fig. 

2e) (Hofle et al. 2012). We developed the nDSM by subtracting the bare-earth DTM from the 

LiDAR last return. We derived the DTM by filtering the first- and last-return data to remove 

all non-ground points and then interpolating ground elevation. We then applied a low-pass 

filter to the resulting DTM to remove noise associated with any remaining non-ground 

features. Subtracting the bare-earth DTM from the LiDAR last return surface produced the 

nDSM, or absolute elevations of aboveground features. Discrimination of natural and human-

made features using nDSM alone is not straightforward and Haala and Brenner (1999) 

suggest that nDSM cannot be used for differentiation and extraction of streets or LULC. 
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However, by combining nDSM with the CHM and intensity surface models, it is possible to 

effectively highlight built-up areas and enhance discrimination of LULC (Salah et al. 2011). 

 

2.3.4. Intensity surface 

We developed an intensity surface (IS) by applying the inverse distance weighting 

(IDW) interpolator to intensity values associated with all LiDAR return points. The resulting 

8-bit panchromatic IS contained cells values ranging from 0 – 255 (Fig. 2f). While the IS is 

somewhat limited in its use for distinguishing between some impervious surfaces and tree 

canopy in urbanized landscapes, it contains useful information for effectively discriminating 

many other LULC types (Jensen 2007). Depending on acquisition season, LiDAR intensity 

values vary appreciably for different targets. For example, Yoon et al. (2008) found higher 

intensity values associated with grass when compared to other vegetation types. Other studies 

demonstrated the efficacy of LiDAR intensity data for tree species classification, discerning 

age classes, and distinguishing deciduous and coniferous forest classes (Holmgren et al. 

2008; Singh et al. 2010). 

   

2.4.Data fusion 

We fused LiDAR surface models and TM data at multiple resolutions to assess 

differences in classification accuracy over a range of spatial resolutions and to ascertain 

individual and combined contributions of LiDAR structural (CHM + nDSM) and intensity 

(IS) surface models. We first resampled 30 m TM data to 1, 5, 10, and 15 m resolutions using 

nearest neighbor (NN) resampling to minimize loss of original pixel values at finer 

resolutions (Gardner et al. 2008; Khan et al. 1995; Raptis et al. 2003). We then used 

layerstacking to combine LiDAR surface models and TM data into three types of composite 

images at the five key resolutions: 1) CHM + nDSM + IS + TM , 2) CHM + nDSM (LiDAR 

structural) + TM, and 3) IS (LiDAR intensity) + TM (Huang et al. 2007). In addition, we 

produced a LiDAR only composite image by layerstacking CHM, nDSM, and IS models. 
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Including the original TM imagery at 30 m resolution, we prepared 21 datasets for 

classification and accuracy assessment. 

  

2.5. Classification schema 

We identified six classes that characterize the dominant environments of the Charlotte 

region’s urban-rural gradient: impervious surfaces, managed clearings, farmland, forest, 

water and barren land. These classes follow the Anderson Level 1 schema (Anderson 1976) 

with one notable exception: to improve specificity and better represent the complexity of the 

urban landscape, we divided the urban or built-up class of the Anderson Level I schema into 

impervious surfaces and managed clearings categories (Table 1). Impervious surfaces consist 

of residential, commercial, and industrial infrastructure, including buildings, parking lots, 

airports, and roads. Managed clearings are the common vegetated land surfaces in 

metropolitan regions that are highly managed, transitional, and play an important role in the 

functioning of ecosystem services in urban landscapes. Examples include golf course 

fairways and greens, grassy medians and shoulders along roads, lands under electrical 

transmission lines, lawns and recreational sports complexes. Neither developed nor natural, 

these managed clearings in aggregate represent an important urban component of particular 

interest due to their ability to alter ecosystem function, potential for state change, and cultural 

importance (e.g. recreational green space) (Hunhammar and Bolund 1999).The farmland 

class represents multiple constituent land covers including various agricultural croplands and 

pasture. Our remote sensing data was acquired primarily during the “leaf-off”, non-growing 

season when constituent farmland classes possess more similar spectral and height 

signatures. 

  

2.6. Classification algorithms 

We classified TM, LiDAR, and LiDAR-TM fusion datasets using two classifiers: 

supervised maximum likelihood (ML) (Esch et al. 2009) and classification trees (CT) (Friedl 

and Brodley 1997). Both ML and CT classifiers required training data representative of the 
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six selected classes. Table 2 lists the per-class numbers of classification training sites for the 

classifiers. Following Ediriwickrema and Khorram (1997) and to support the ML 

classifications, we identified 155 training areas (polygons) of homogeneous groups of pixels 

representative of each class. Ground reference used for verification of training area classes 

included July 2006 aerial imagery from the National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) 

and March 2007 Google imagery. To support CT classification, which uses training points, 

we randomly sampled 10 locations within each of the 155 ML training areas. Analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) tests revealed no significant spectral differences between the ML 

training areas and the sampled CT points (F (1, 153) = 1.02, p = 0. 903). 

The commonly used Gaussian-based, supervised ML algorithm is a simple, yet robust 

classifier for analyzing pixels across multiple bands of data and assigning class membership 

based on statistical probability (Bork and Su 2007). During ML estimation, a probability 

density function is calculated for each class based on mean and covariance statistics 

generated from training data. Here, training data consisted of collections of homogenous 

pixels inside polygons of the classes of interest (Table 2). By comparing image pixel values 

with the class-level statistics, the ML classifier is able to assign each pixel to its most 

probable class (Hagner and Reese 2007). ML performance is, however, generally limited by 

frequency distribution assumptions (Tso and Mather 2009), and classification time increases 

significantly with higher data dimensionality (Jia and Richards 1994). For comparison, and in 

an effort to circumvent the ML limitations, we also applied a CT classifier, which is a non-

parametric approach to pattern recognition.  

Decision trees such as CT provide an alternative LULC categorization method for 

remote sensing data using a hierarchical splitting mechanism (Tso and Mather 2009). CT has 

potential advantages over the ML estimator as it 1) processes data at different scales with no 

assumptions regarding the frequency distributions of the image data (Tooke et al. 2009) and 

2) requires minimal computational time (Pal and Mather 2003). The CT classifier identifies 

and constructs a binary structured decision tree by recursively splitting image data at each 

node on the basis of a statistical test that increases the homogeneity of the training data 

(Friedl and Brodley 1997). Once a binary decision tree is constructed, it is applied to the 
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entire image dataset to produce a categorical map. We used training points sampled from 

homogenous ML training areas of known class types as the dependent variable. Landsat TM 

and LiDAR surface models values at these same locations served as independent variables in 

developing the binary decision tree through recursive splitting. We applied Akaike’s 

information criterion and deviance pruning method with cross-validation to construct binary 

decision trees for each class of the 21 datasets. 

  

2.7. Accuracy assessments 

To assess classification performance, we generated 446 randomly distributed points 

across the study system for comparing each ML and CT classification map to ground 

reference data. The number of validation points (Table 2) is based on a multinomial 

distribution (Congalton and Green 1999), and we specified a minimum distance of 0.2 km 

between points. This design insured that all locations in the study system had an equal 

probability of selection and that all classes were adequately represented. Ground reference 

data consisted of high-resolution aerial NAIP imagery (July 2006) and March 2007 Google 

imagery. We used the same set of validation points for each thematic map to insure 

consistent and comparable accuracy assessments. We evaluated and compared the total map 

accuracy of 42 classification maps. Total accuracy reflects the percentage of validation points 

correctly classified when compared to ground reference. 

We quantified and compared class-level accuracies using three metrics: producer’s 

accuracy, user’s accuracy, and an overall class accuracy. Overall class-level accuracy 

accounts for both errors of omission and commission in a single metric and is derived for 

each class as follows: 

 

N correct  /  ( N correct + N omission + N commission ) 

 

where N correct is the number of correctly classified validation points for a class, N omission is 

number of omission errors, and N commission is the number of commission errors. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Land cover mapping and classification performance  

The LiDAR-TM fusion approach outperformed both the Landsat TM- and LiDAR-

alone approaches in total classification accuracy. Analysis of 1 m fusion data using all 

LiDAR surface models and ML classifier produced the highest total accuracy (87.2%), 

improving on TM data alone and LiDAR data alone by 8% and 32%, respectively (Table 3). 

Total accuracy increased with finer resolution input data for both the fusion and LiDAR-only 

approaches regardless of classifier. The ML classifier generally performed better than the CT 

classifier with the exception of the LiDAR-only approach, where CT accuracies were on 

average 8-9% higher than ML classifications at all resolutions. ML classification accuracies 

using fusion data and all LiDAR surface models ranged from 81% to 87% for 30 m and 1 m 

fused data, respectively. CT classification accuracies increased from 78% to 84%. On 

average, classification accuracies based on fusion data and ML classifier were 4% higher 

than accuracies obtained using CT classifier. By comparison, ML classification of 30 m TM 

data resulted in a modest 0.7% improvement in total accuracy over the CT classifier. The 1 

m, 5 m, and 10 m fusion inputs using the ML classifier produced total accuracies exceeding 

85%, the accepted minimum standard for total accuracy in land cover mapping investigations 

(Anderson 1976; Rogan et al. 2003). 

 

3.2.Contributions of LiDAR surface models 

LiDAR’s structural surface models (CHM + nDSM), when fused with TM data, 

contributed more to total classification accuracy than the intensity surface model regardless 

of classifier applied. On average, ML classification accuracies across all resolutions using 

LiDAR structural-TM fusion data were 2.6% higher than accuracies obtained from fusion of 

intensity surface model with TM data, and 3.8% higher than TM alone. CT classification 

accuracies derived from fused structural surface models with TM data were, on average, 

1.6% higher than accuracies using fusion of the intensity surface model with TM data, and 

1.2% higher than TM alone (Table 3). Applying the ML classifier to LiDAR structural-TM 
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fusion data at 1 m resolution produced a total accuracy of 85%, which meets the accepted 

minimum standard for total accuracy. 

 

3.3.Discrimination of land cover classes 

Evaluation of land cover discrimination at the class level revealed general uptrends in 

performance associated with finer resolution fusion data using structural and intensity surface 

models with either ML or CT classifier. The ML classifier provided consistently higher 

producer’s and user’s accuracies across multiple, higher resolutions of fusion data, 

particularly at 1 m, 5 m, and 10 m. Table 4 compares class-level accuracies from the analyses 

of TM data (30 m and ML classifier) and the top-performing fusion approaches (1 m, 5 m, 

and 10 m using ML classifier exceeded mapping accuracy standards). LiDAR-only results 

were sufficiently poor (Table 3) to warrant no further comparison. Fusion data using all 

LiDAR surface models resulted in net gains in producer’s accuracies over TM data for all 

classes except impervious surfaces and managed clearings. Net increases in user’s accuracies 

were realized for all classes and resolutions, barren land being one exception (decreased in 

all cases), and water, which exhibited no change at 5 m and 10 m fusion resolutions. Figure 

3a illustrates the net change (gains or losses) in class-level accuracies based on TM data vs. 1 

m fusion data using all LiDAR surface models. While producer’s accuracy decreased 9% for 

impervious and only marginally for managed clearings, farmland discrimination improved 

nearly 40% using 1 m fusion data. Improvements in user’s accuracy exceeded 10% for 

impervious surfaces and 15% for the spectrally-similar managed clearings, farmland, and 

forest classes, while water improved slightly and barren land decreased 8%. Accounting for 

both errors of omission and commission in the overall class-level metric showed that 1 m 

fusion data using all LiDAR surface models provided net gains in mapping accuracy for all 

classes (Fig. 3a) with similar gains obtained utilizing 5 m and 10 m fusion data (Table 4). 

Figure 3b illustrates net change in class-level accuracies based on 1 m LiDAR 

structural-TM fusion data vs. LiDAR intensity-TM fusion. The addition of LiDAR structural 

surface models improved producer’s, user’s, and overall class-level accuracies for 
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impervious surfaces, farmland, and forest over LiDAR intensity-TM fusion data. In 

particular, producer’s and overall farmland class accuracies increased 18% and 15%, 

respectively. User’s and overall class accuracies for impervious surfaces saw 12% accuracy 

gains. In contrast, class-level accuracies for managed clearings and water decreased slightly 

compared to LiDAR intensity-TM fusion data. Barren land showed no change in producer’s 

accuracy and modest gains in user’s and overall class accuracy. 

  

3.4.Optimal data resolution for large area land-use assessments 

Classification accuracy generally decreased as we processed input fusion datasets at 

coarser resolutions (see Table 3 and Table 5). Figure 4 illustrates how processing inputs at 

coarser resolutions decreased file sizes disproportionately to reductions in classification 

accuracy as measured by the total accuracy based on ML classifier. Use of 5 m vs. 1 m fusion 

data reduced input file size by 16% with a < 1% reduction in total accuracy. Use of 10 m 

fusion data reduced input file size by 38% accompanied by a 1.8% reduction in the total 

accuracy which still exceeded 85%, the accepted minimum standard for total accuracy in 

land cover mapping (Anderson 1976; Rogan et al. 2003). The 5 m and 10 m fusion inputs 

also produced mapped land cover proportions consistent with the 1 m fusion data (Fig. 5). 

For large-area assessment of urban land-cover heterogeneity, we found that classified maps 

based on 5 m or 10 m LiDAR-TM fused data provided acceptable spatial resolution and 

mapping accuracy while increasing efficiency of data management and analysis due to 

smaller data volume. 

  

4. Discussion 

  Rapidly urbanizing regions require frequent and accurate assessment of available land 

covers, but their regional extents, spatial heterogeneity, and landscape fragmentation present 

substantial challenges to accurate classification. In this Charlotte region case study, we found 

that the 85% mapping accuracy standard (Anderson 1976; Rogan et al. 2003) was only met 

with classifications produced from fusions of Landsat TM imagery and surface models 
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extracted from LiDAR data. Overall, the use of fusion data for classification resulted in 

accuracies that exceeded those produced from TM or LiDAR data alone (Table 3) and 

improved discrimination between structurally variable land covers (Fig. 3). Total and class-

level accuracies increased as the resolution of fused input data approached the higher native 

resolution of LiDAR (Donoghue and Watt 2006; Hudak et al. 2002). These results 

corroborate the findings of Lu et al. (2011) and Wickham et al. (2010), which note the 

inadequacy of TM data to meet map accuracy standards in highly heterogeneous urban 

landscapes. Higher spatial resolution multispectral data such as IKONOS or WorldView2 

may provide adequate classification mapping accuracy in complex urban environments; 

however, they lack the vertical information provided by LiDAR, and perhaps more 

importantly, when compared to Landsat data, these commercial satellite data have much 

smaller footprints, higher data volumes, and potentially prohibitive costs for large-area land 

cover assessments. 

Analysis of ML classifications produced from LiDAR structural-TM fusion data 

revealed gains in both total accuracy at multiple resolutions (Table 3) and class-level 

accuracies of impervious surfaces, farmland, and forest (Fig. 3b). This demonstrates the 

contribution of the height-above-ground information, extracted in the CHM and nDSM 

surface models, in differentiating the vertical features of these classes from those classes with 

minimal vertical structure (e.g., managed clearings, water, and barren land). In contrast, 

fusion of LiDAR intensity-TM data provided the same or only slightly better (at higher 

resolutions) total accuracy above TM alone and contributed to modest accuracy 

improvements to managed clearing and water classes (Garcia et al. 2010). The individual 

contributions of LiDAR structural and intensity surfaces to different land cover classes (Fig. 

3b) and their combined contribution to overall class-level accuracies (Fig. 3a and Table 4) 

supports fusion of all LiDAR surface models with TM data . 

We identified two primary sources of error in the ML classification of TM data and 

fusion data: 1) errors of omission associated with misclassification of barren land as 

impervious surfaces, and 2) errors of omission and commission between farmland and 

managed clearings classes. While classification of fusion data using all LiDAR surface 
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models did not completely ameliorate the barren land-impervious surfaces confusion, 

discrimination of vegetated land covers improved, in particular, enhanced discrimination of 

farmland and managed clearings. This is a significant outcome given the prevalence of 

managed clearings in this urbanizing region (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) and noting the utility of our 

modification of the Anderson Level I schema to include this important land cover that is 

often subsumed within the urban/built-up category. Other issues with LiDAR data quality 

and processing also impact classification accuracy. Gaps between LiDAR tiles are one 

potential source of error introduced into fusion data. Missing or incomplete LiDAR point 

data within LiDAR tiles may also contribute to misinterpretation in classification approaches. 

And LiDAR intensity was not normalized to a standard range, which could also negatively 

impact mapping results.  

Overall LiDAR-only results were very poor (Table 3), however, high class-level 

accuracy of forest mapping across multiple resolutions supports the capability of LiDAR in 

characterizing forests attributes (Dubayah and Drake 2000; Lim et al. 2003; Popescu et al. 

2002). These results were offset by poor performance of LiDAR-only data at distinguishing 

managed clearings from farmland where structural differences were not distinct due to leaf-

off season and given low variability in intensity values. This warrants a comparative study 

between leaf-on and leaf-off LiDAR data for the study system and also highlights the 

importance of integration with optical remote sensing data. Further improvements in 

mapping of farmland and managed clearings classes may be realized if LiDAR data are 

acquired during the growing season as it would increase variation in nDSM and IS (Yaokui 

et al. 2010).  

The selection of suitable parametric and non-parametric classifiers, depending upon 

the data type, can help in managing large data volume and data dimensionality. Multisource 

data provides greater dimensionality with increased data volume, and therefore, increases the 

chances of Hughes phenomenon (Hughes 1968), which can hinder efficient utilization of 

classification algorithms. Total mapping accuracy using LiDAR-TM fusions and ML or CT 

classifier improved with both increasing spatial resolution and increasing number of input 

bands, seemingly unaffected by data dimensionality. This observation fits with the findings 
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of Dalponte et al. (2009) and can be potentially explained by the limited number of bands 

(maximum nine) with a substantially high number of training sites used in this study. 

Although we did not record computational time, we found the CT classifier to be 

more flexible and efficient in handling higher dimensional data with minimum required 

computational time. However, the performance of the ML classifier in terms of mapping 

accuracy was consistently better when applied to fusion data (Table 3). Higher CT accuracies  

using LiDAR-only data and CT’s equivalent accuracy to ML  using TM-only could be 

ascribed to the non-Gaussian distribution of the LiDAR surface models with respect to the 

Gaussian distribution of the TM data, which is consistent with research  presented by Pal and 

Mather (2003). Frey (1995) found that the ML classifier performs equally well using 

Gaussian or non-Gaussian image data, which may explain its consistently better performance 

with fusion data. The CT classifier’s relatively poor performance using fusion data may be 

due to the spatial distribution of training points; however, we found no significant spectral 

differences between the ML training areas and the sampled CT points used in the 

classifications. The mix of Gaussian and non-Gaussian image data in the fusion data could 

also explain CT classifier’s poor performance. Likewise, the CT classifier constructs binary 

decision trees by recursively splitting each band of a composite image, it may be that 

multisource remote sensing data classifications require a combination of bands for proper 

representation of a class type (Li et al. 2011; Pal and Mather 2003).    

This study illustrated that the use of coarser resolutions of fusion data and 

correspondingly smaller file sizes was accompanied by a reduction in the total classification 

accuracy (Fig. 4). However, the difference in total accuracies between the use of 1 m and 10 

m fusion data was modest and disproportionate to a significant reduction in file size. These 

results prompted a practical methodological question as to the optimal resolution for 

analyzing fusion data that enhances data handling and computational efficiency while 

providing sufficient thematic map accuracy. In this research, our evaluation of tradeoffs 

between data volume and thematic map accuracy suggests that a spatial resolution of 5 m for 

fusion data best balances classification performance and the computational challenges posed 

by large-area assessments of land cover using LiDAR. Ultimately, the ideal resolution 
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depends heavily on specific research objectives, study system extent and spatial resolution 

requirements, and available computing resources.  

 

5. Conclusions 

Accurate and detailed mapping of urban landscape heterogeneity at regional scales is 

important for its significant implications on sustainable planning and measuring urban 

growth’s impact on available natural resources. Our results suggest that fusion of higher-

resolution structural and intensity surface models from LiDAR with TM data improved total 

and class-level classification accuracies when mapping urban landscape heterogeneity over 

regional extents vs. Landsat TM or LiDAR alone. LiDAR structural surface models (CHM + 

nDSM), when fused with TM data, contributed relatively more to total classification 

accuracy than LiDAR intensity, emphasizing the importance of the vertical dimension in 

urban LULC mapping. Classification of fusion data using structural and intensity surface 

models from LiDAR enhanced discrimination of spectrally similar land covers, in particular 

managed clearings, farmland and forest. Our modification of the Anderson Classification 

Level I schema to accommodate the managed clearings class is significant as it is the 

dominant cover type in Mecklenburg County, NC, and plays a unique role in the functioning 

and provision of ecosystem services in urban landscapes, yet is frequently miss-categorized 

as urban or built-up in the Anderson Classification Level I schema. This research further 

highlights the importance of establishing an optimal resolution for LiDAR surface models 

before integrating with moderate resolution multispectral remote sensing data for mapping 

urban landscape heterogeneity over large areas. Our evaluation of tradeoffs between data 

volume and mapping accuracy for this study system suggests that a spatial resolution of 5 m 

for LiDAR surface models best balances classification performance and the computational 

challenges posed by large-area land cover assessments. 
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Table 1. Modified Anderson Level I classification schema. 

 

Anderson Level I Modified Anderson Level I Description 

1. Urban or Built-up 

Land 

1. Impervious surfaces 

Intensive use areas characterized by 

impervious, human-made structures and 

materials 

2. Managed clearings 

Intensively managed green areas within 

urban environments, such as lawns, golf 

courses and ranges, urban parks, and 

electrical utility corridors 

2. Agricultural Land 3. Farmland Croplands and pastures 

3. Rangeland
 †

   

4. Forest Land 4.   Forest 
Deciduous, evergreen, mixed, and 

managed forests 

5. Water 5.   Water Streams, canals, lakes and reservoirs  

6. Wetland
 †
   

7. Barren Land 6.   Barren Land Areas of exposed soil, sand or rock 

8. Tundra
 †

   

9. Perennial Snow or 

Ice
†
 

  

† Not present in study system. 

 

 

Table 2. Classification training and validation data. 

  

Class 
Training 

Validation points 
ML

a
 (polygons) CT

b
 (points) 

Impervious surfaces 

Managed clearings 

Farmland 

Forest  

Water 

Barren land 

19 

29 

45 

21 

14 

27 

190 

290 

450 

210 

140 

270 

71 

74 

83 

98 

61 

59 

  155 1550 446 
a 
Maximum likelihood 

b 
Classification tree 
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Table 3. Comparison of total accuracies from ML and CT classifications of 30 m TM data and multiple resolutions of 

LiDAR and Fusion data combinations. 

   

ML = maximum likelihood; CT = classification tree; CHM = canopy height model; nDSM = normalized digital surface 

model; IS = intensity surface; TM = Landsat Thematic Mapper 

† Exceeds accepted minimum standard for total mapping accuracy (Anderson 1976; Rogan et al. 2003) 

‡ Meets accepted minimum standards for total mapping accuracy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data 

TM LiDAR LiDAR-TM Fusion 

 
CHM + nDSM 

+ IS 

CHM + nDSM + IS+ 

TM 

LiDAR Structural 

(CHM + nDSM) + TM 

LiDAR Intensity 

IS + TM 

Resolution Classifier and Total Accuracy (%) 

(meters) ML CT ML CT ML CT ML CT ML CT 

1   54.8 63.7 87.2
†
 84.8 85.0

‡
 81.8 81.4 79.1 

5   54.0 63.7 86.3
†
 82.3 84.1 80.9 80.5 78.5 

10   53.4 62.8 85.4
†
 80.7 82.7 78.7 80.5 77.6 

15   52.7 61.2 83.0 79.1 81.6 77.8 80.0 76.7 

30 79.2 78.5 52.9 60.5 81.2 78.5 81.6 77.3 79.6 76.5 
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Table 4. Comparison of class-level accuracies from ML classifications of TM data and top-performing
†
 LiDAR-TM fusion 

data using all LiDAR surface models. 

  

 

Producer's (%) User's (%) Overall (%) 

 

TM Fusion (1 m) Net ∆ TM Fusion (1 m) Net ∆ TM Fusion (1 m) Net ∆ 

Impervious surfaces 94 85 -9 80 92 12 68 77 9 

Managed clearings 76 75 -1 57 74 17 48 57 9 

Farmland 49 88 39 60 79 19 37 71 34 

Forest 92 93 1 80 99 19 90 92 2 

Water 93 100 7 99 100 1 93 100 7 

Barren land 71 86 15 89 81 -8 66 72 6 

 

TM Fusion (5 m) Net ∆ TM Fusion (5 m) Net ∆ TM Fusion (5 m) Net ∆ 

Impervious surfaces 94 79 -15 80 92 12 68 72 4 

Managed clearings 76 75 -1 57 69 12 48 54 6 

Farmland 49 88 39 60 79 19 37 72 35 

Forest 92 93 1 80 99 19 90 92 2 

Water 93 100 7 100 100 0 93 100 7 

Barren land 71 86 15 89 81 -8 66 72 6 

 

TM Fusion (10 m) Net ∆ TM Fusion (10 m) Net ∆ TM Fusion (10 m) Net ∆ 

Impervious surfaces 94 78 -16 80 92 12 68 72 4 

Managed clearings 76 69 -7 57 70 13 48 53 5 

Farmland 49 87 38 60 77 17 37 69 32 

Forest 92 93 1 80 99 19 90 92 2 

Water 93 100 7 100 100 0 93 100 7 

Barren land 71 86 15 89 77 -12 66 69 3 

ML = maximum likelihood; TM = Landsat Thematic Mapper 

† Exceeds accepted minimum standard for total mapping accuracy (Anderson 1976; Rogan et al. 2003) 
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Table 5. Classification matrices and total accuracies for key comparative classifications. 
    Actual class

†
  

L
iD

A
R

-T
M

 F
u
si

o
n
 

C
H

M
 +

 n
D

S
M

 +
 I

S
+

 T
M

 

1
 m

, 
M

L
 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 Sum Total accuracy 

P
re

d
ic

te
d

 c
la

ss
†
 1 60 2 1 0 0 2 65 

87.2% 

2 2 53 6 7 0 4 72 

3 0 18 73 0 0 2 93 

4 0 0 1 91 0 0 92 

5 0 0 0 0 61 0 61 

6 9 1 2 0 0 51 63 

Sum 71 74 83 98 61 59 446 

5
 m

, 
M

L
 

P
re

d
ic

te
d

 c
la

ss
†
 1 56 3 0 0 0 2 61 

86.3% 

2 6 53 7 7 0 4 77 

3 0 17 73 0 0 2 92 

4 0 0 1 91 0 0 92 

5 0 0 0 0 61 0 61 

6 9 1 2 0 0 51 63 

Sum 71 74 98 98 61 59 446 

1
0
 m

, 
M

L
 

P
re

d
ic

te
d
 c

la
ss

†
 1 55 5 0 0 0 0 60 

85.4% 

2 3 51 8 6 0 5 73 

3 1 17 72 1 0 3 94 

4 0 0 1 91 0 0 92 

5 0 0 0 0 61 0 61 

6 12 1 2 0 0 51 66 

Sum 71 74 83 98 61 59 446 

C
H

M
 +

 n
D

S
M

 +
 T

M
 

1
 m

, 
M

L
 

P
re

d
ic

te
d
 c

la
ss

†
 1 68 1 0 0 5 0 74 

85.0% 

2 2 48 8 4 0 12 74 

3 1 23 72 0 0 6 102 

4 0 0 1 94 0 0 95 

5 0 1 0 0 56 0 57 

6 0 1 2 0 0 41 44 

Sum 71 74 83 98 61 59 446 

IS
 +

 T
M

 

1
 m

, 
M

L
 

P
re

d
ic

te
d
 c

la
ss

†
 1 67 1 0 0 4 12 84 

81.4% 

2 1 51 22 1 0 0 75 

3 2 20 57 7 0 5 91 

4 0 0 1 90 0 1 92 

5 0 1 0 0 57 0 58 

6 1 1 3 0 0 41 46 

Sum 71 74 83 98 61 59 446 

T
M

 

 

3
0

 m
, 
M

L
 

P
re

d
ic

te
d

 c
la

ss
†
 1 67 2 0 0 4 11 84 

79.2% 

2 1 56 38 3 0 0 98 

3 2 15 41 5 0 5 68 

4 0 0 1 90 0 1 92 

5 0 0 0 0 57 0 57 

6 1 1 3 0 0 42 47 

Sum 71 74 83 98 61 59 446 
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Table 5. (continued). 

 

ML = maximum likelihood; CHM = canopy height model; nDSM = normalized digital 

surface model; IS = intensity surface; TM = Landsat Thematic Mapper 

† 1 - Impervious surfaces; 2 - Managed clearings; 3 - Farmland; 4 - Forest; 5 - Water; 6 - 

Barren land 
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Fig. 1. Study system.  a) Mecklenburg County and Charlotte Metropolitan Area, North 

Carolina, USA, and b) Landsat Thematic Mapper imagery (false color infrared display) 

acquired May 2007 with LiDAR tile index overlay. A total of 691 LiDAR tiles of dimension 

1524 m x 1524 m used in developing surface models. 
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Fig. 2. Rasterized LiDAR data and 1 m resolution surface models.  a) first return, b) last 

return, and c) bare-earth digital terrain model (DTM) used to develop surface models: d) 

canopy height model (CHM) and e) normalized digital surface model (nDSM). LiDAR point 

intensity converted to: f) intensity surface model.  
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Fig. 3. Net change (gain or loss) in ML class-level accuracies realized using: a) 1 m LiDAR-

TM fusion data with all LiDAR surface models vs. TM data alone, and b) 1 m LiDAR 

structural-TM fusion data vs. LiDAR intensity-TM fusion data. Missing bars indicate no 

change. 
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Fig. 4. Change in total accuracy and overall data volume (log base 10 of GB) across multiple 

resolutions of LiDAR-TM fusion data using all LiDAR surface models. 
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Fig. 5. Proportions of mapped land covers derived from top-performing LiDAR-TM fusion 

data (exceeding map accuracy standards) at 1 m, 5 m, and 10 m resolutions vs. proportions 

mapped from the 30 m TM data.  
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Fig. 6. A) Overall and B-C) detail views of land cover derived from ML classification of 1 m 

LiDAR-TM fusion data (using all LiDAR surface models), highlighting important distinction 

between managed clearings, farmland, and forest. 
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CHAPTER 2. Detecting Understory Plant Invasion 
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Abstract 

 Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data are increasingly used to measure 

structural characteristics of urban forests but rarely used to detect the growing problem of 

exotic understory plant invaders. We explored the merits of using LiDAR-derived metrics 

alone and through integration with spectral data to detect the spatial distribution of the exotic 

understory plant Ligustrum sinense (commonly known as Chinese privet), a rapidly 

spreading invader in the urbanizing region of Charlotte, North Carolina, USA. We uniquely 

analyzed regional-scale L. sinense field data collected over the course of three years with the 

combinations of datasets developed from categorized LiDAR-derived variables (Overstory, 

Understory, Topography, and Overall Vegetation Characteristics) and IKONOS spectral 

features (Optical) using Random Forest (RF) and logistic regression (LR) classifiers at the 

experimental extent to assess the relative contributions of sensors and forest landscape 

structures in detection of L. sinense. We compared top performing models developed for the 

experimental extent using RF and LR classifiers and used the best overall model to produce 

predictive map of the spatial distribution of L. sinense across the urbanizing forest landscapes 

of the county. RF classification of LiDAR-derived Topography metrics produced the highest 

mapping accuracy estimates, outperforming IKONOS data by 17.5% and the integration of 

LiDAR and IKONOS data by 5.3%. The top-performing model from the RF classifier 

produced the highest kappa of 64.8%, improving on the parsimonious LR model kappa by 

31.1% with a moderate gain of 6.2% over the county extent model. Our results demonstrate 

the superiority of LiDAR-derived metrics over spectral data and fusion of LiDAR and 

spectral data for accurately mapping the spatial distribution of the forest understory invader 

L. sinense.  

 

Keywords: Biological invasion, Chinese privet, data integration, forest health, invasive 

species, IKONOS, LiDAR, Ligustrum sinense, random forest, urban ecology 
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1. Introduction 

Biological invasions are one of the leading contributors to changes in regional and 

global biodiversity (Asner and Vitousek 2005; Dantonio and Vitousek 1992; Simberloff et al. 

2013). The rapid spread of invaders across a range of ecosystems makes it challenging to 

accurately assess the spatial distribution and abundance in a timely and cost-effective manner 

at a desired spatial-temporal scale (Huang and Asner 2009). Remote sensing has facilitated 

advances in mapping and monitoring biological invasions across a range of ecosystems 

(Ustin et al. 2004), including deciduous forests (Resasco et al. 2007), wetlands (Laba et al. 

2008), rangelands (Everitt et al. 1995; Glenn et al. 2005; Noujdina and Ustin 2009), coastal 

environments (Hestir et al. 2008; Underwood et al. 2003), and tropical forests (Asner et al. 

2008). These successes are primarily attributable to sensor characteristics, recent 

advancements in mapping algorithms, and synergistic use of datasets from multiple 

instruments. While some success has been achieved with high-to-moderate resolution 

imagery, hyperspectral imagery has demonstrated the promising results (Huang and Asner 

2009). The growing number of invasions in forests pushes the limits of remote sensing 

performance, particularly in detecting exotic plant invasions in the understory where 

regeneration and recruitment are most impacted by invaders (Becker et al. 2013). Canopy 

cover closure, canopy gap shadowing, mortality of native plant species, and terrain 

variability in the understory of forest ecosystems limit accurate detection of understory 

invaders (Asner et al. 2008). Successful detection often depends upon open views of the 

species of interest (Resasco et al. 2007) and the timing of remote sensing imagery to take 

advantage of  phenological patterns in the overstory, i.e. after leaf abscission (Becker et al. 

2013; Tuanmu et al. 2010). To date, our knowledge of understory plant invasions is based on 

field surveys, but cost and data collection times necessarily limit the number of locations that 

can be assessed. Although spatially explicit models such as species distribution models 

(SDMs) have been used to predict the probability of invader presence in non-sampled 

locations, there has been little success to date in applying these models to new regions 

outside the study extent. Successful management of broad-scale exotic invaders in the 
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understory of forest ecosystems requires new techniques using minimal field data for 

mapping their spatial distribution and abundance. 

Several studies have examined the potential of using field-measured SDMs – 

augmented with optical remote sensing - to detect understory plant invaders (Estes et al. 

2010; Rushton et al. 2004). Andrew and Ustin (2009) suggest that the mapping of the 

distribution of invasives and sites prone to invasion using remote sensing alone can be 

improved upon by including covariates characterizing the environmental suitability of the 

site for the invader, such as slope, solar radiation index, and soil moisture index. Other 

studies have examined the efficacy of moderate-to-high resolution and multi-to-hyperspectral 

remote sensing data to detect understory invaders based on variability in seasonal and 

environmental responses (Wilfong et al. 2009). For example, spectral differences in the 

seasonal phenology of understory vegetation and deciduous tree canopy during leaf-off 

conditions can be used to detect understory vegetation, but success is limited to narrow 

windows of senescence time (Chastain and Townsend 2007). The spatial and vertical 

heterogeneities of forest vegetation limit the utility of spectral-based approaches for detecting 

the structure and composition of understory vegetation even where distinguishing 

physiological and phenotypic characteristics of an invader exist (Homolova et al. 2013). 

Studies have also attempted to improve the detection of understory vegetation by using sub-

pixel multivariate algorithms, such as artificial neural networks, linear mixture models, and 

maximum entropy (Carpenter et al. 1999; Linderman et al. 2004; Tuanmu et al. 2010; Wang 

et al. 2009). While some studies have shown potential for using spectral remote sensing to 

detect understory invasives by coupling the phenological patterns and improved algorithms, 

questions remain regarding the efficient use of structural remote sensing. 

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) offers the possibility of accurately detecting 

understory invasive shrubs on the basis of their structural characteristics as distinguished 

from canopy species since it provides three dimensional data on the structure and 

arrangement of vegetation across all forest strata (Dubayah and Drake 2000; Falkowski et al. 

2009; Goetz et al. 2010; Lefsky et al. 2002). LiDAR data have been widely used for 

quantifying structural characteristics (e.g., tree diameter, height, density, and biomass) of 
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forest stands (Hudak et al. 2008; Jaskierniak et al. 2011; Lefsky et al. 2002; Miura and Jones 

2010), mapping snags and understory shrubs (Martinuzzi et al. 2009), characterizing 

successional stages of forest stands (Falkowski et al. 2009), estimating native understory 

vegetation cover (Estornell et al. 2011; Seidel et al. 2012; Wing et al. 2012), and identifying 

tree species (Kim et al. 2009). To complement LiDAR’s narrow spectral range (Chen 2007), 

structural covariates of LiDAR have been combined with multi-to-hyperspectral remote 

sensing imagery to map forest structural attributes, plant species distribution, forest biomass, 

and forest canopy fuels (Bork and Su 2007; Erdody and Moskal 2010; Mutlu et al. 2008; 

Popescu et al. 2004; Vierling et al. 2002). To date, LiDAR technologies ‘alone’ or through 

‘fusion’ with spectral data have not been leveraged to improve our ability to detect 

understory plant invaders in urban forest ecosystems at regional scales. In addition, detection 

information is typically limited to direct LiDAR measurement (e.g. shrub height) of the plant 

individuals themselves while ignoring other forest and landscape characteristics (e.g. 

topographic position) that may affect the distribution and growth of invaders.    

In this study, we examine the utility of multi-return LiDAR data, IKONOS imagery, 

and the combination of data from both sensors for detecting and mapping understory 

invaders. Using Ligustrum sinense (commonly known as Chinese privet) as a case study, we 

focus on the urban to rural forests located in the Charlotte Metropolitan Region (CMR) of 

North Carolina to analyze the performance of LiDAR data, IKONOS, and the data 

combination. We incorporate additional forest and landscape characteristics to detect this 

plant invader by analyzing combinations of datasets developed from categorized LiDAR-

derived variables (Overstory, Understory, Topography, and Overall Vegetation 

Characteristics) and IKONOS spectral features (Optical) using Random Forest (RF) and 

logistic regression (LR) classifiers. We then compare the top-performing models and apply 

the best model to map the probability of L. sinense occurrence across the heterogeneous 

study region. 
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2. Methods 

2.1.Study system  

The naturalized L. sinense has invaded over one million hectares of forests across a 

large portion of the southeastern United States, and the species is listed among the top 

invasives in many states (Miller et al. 2008). It grows in a wide variety of habitats and 

environmental conditions, including abandoned farmlands and disturbed areas, where it 

forms impenetrable thickets with a typical height range of 1 to 5 m, occasionally reaching 

heights of 10 m (Fig. 1) (Langeland and Burks 1998; Wilcox and Beck 2007). It is a prolific 

seed producer with a high germination rate (Morris et al. 2002). Its ability to tolerate both 

flooding and shade makes it well suited to the floodplains and riparian zones of forests 

(Brown and Pezeshki 2000). The abundance of L. sinense threatens forest ecosystems by 

altering the diversity, composition, and structure of forests (Greene and Blossey 2012; Hart 

and Holmes 2013). The growing threats of large-scale ecosystem modification are matters of 

extreme concern for land managers and conservationists in the United States (Hanula, Horn, 

and Taylor 2009; Merriam 2003). 

A growing number of studies have examined L. sinense invasion and impacts on 

ecosystem services across much of the southeastern United States. The invasive has 

threatened to displace endangered Miccosukee gooseberry (Ribes echinellum) in Florida 

(Langeland and Burks 1998). Invasions by L. sinense have been linked to several negative 

outcomes including reduced herbaceous species in understory and suppressed tree 

regeneration in a mixed hardwood forest in western North Carolina (Merriam and Feil 2002); 

decreased beetle diversity in northeastern forests of Georgia (Ulyshen et al. 2010); and 

outcompeted the population of the Schweintz’s sunflower (Helianthus schweinitzii) found in 

the central Piedmont region of North and South Carolina (USFWS 1991). Faulkner et al. 

(1989) found that dense thickets of L. sinense in forested areas of Tennessee produce large 

quantities of litter and act like ‘umbrellas’ preventing the infiltration of leaf litter from the 

native tree canopy. L. sinense ranked fourth among the top invasive plants in North Carolina 

with high prevalence in urban areas (EDDMapS 2014). 
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The highly fragmented and urbanizing forested landscape of Mecklenburg County 

(1,415 km
2
), located in the CMR of North Carolina within the Piedmont province of the 

southeastern United States (Fig. 2a), provides an ideal system for this case study. The study 

system is characterized by rolling topography with a forest-farmland mosaic that comprises a 

mix of secondary growth oak-hickory-pine remnant forests dominated by loblolly pine on 

clear-cuts and abandoned farmland. 

 

2.2.Field data collection 

We established a network of 346 randomly distributed field plots within 75 forested 

sites in the study system (Fig. 2b). We collected data at 139 field plots during the leaf-on 

season of 2009 and 2010 from mid-May to the end of July and at 207 field plots during the 

leaf-off season of 2012 from mid-January to mid-March. Impassability to field plots due to 

thick understory vegetation in the leaf-on season forced us to collect data in the leaf-off 

season at the peak of senescence and abscission. Prior to the data collection, we identified a 

network of field plots in the study system divided into urban, suburban, and rural forested 

landscapes using upland and lowland characteristics. The use of an urban-rural gradient and 

geomorphological categories (lowland and upland) helped us account for the favorable 

habitat (moist habitats, especially abundant along stream banks) of L. sinense. This also 

ensured appropriate representation of forests across urban-rural gradients. At each site, we 

established a 10 x 10 meter (0.01 ha) plot by defining a center point and recording 

coordinates using a Garmin GPSMAP 62s GPS device. We used a modified Braun-Blanquet 

scale to collect presence/absence data following an assessment of abundance by estimating 

the percentage of the plot area occupied by aerial parts of L. sinense. We noted whether L. 

sinense was present or absent, and if present, collected data as percentage cover (up to 20%, 

40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%) (Table 1).   
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2.3.LiDAR data acquisition 

We obtained 1,896 tiles of discrete return airborne LiDAR data covering 

Mecklenburg County from the GIS Mapping and Project Services of Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

County government. Data was provided in the State Plane Coordinate System (NC FIPS 

3200, NAD 1983, m) with each tile having dimensions 914.40 m x 914.40 m (Fig. 2b).. 

Pictometry International Corp. (Rochester, New York) acquired the data over six missions 

between April 11-14, 2012 using an Optech ALTM Gemini 3100 LiDAR system. The on-

board GPS (Global Positioning System) data from the aircraft and concurrent ground-based 

station data were post-processed using Applanix POSPac v4.4 to generate a smoothed best 

estimate trajectory (SBET). Optech's DashMap software package was used to produce 

LiDAR point cloud data from the raw laser range data combined with SBET, and further 

processed in TerraMatch software to measure and apply small adjustments to the system's 

orientation angles in order to ensure proper alignment of data between flight lines. 

Additionally, TerraScan was used to classify returns as either ground or non-ground points 

and to ensure the quality of the classification. The sensor recorded four returns plus intensity 

with an average point spacing of 1 m between any two neighboring points over the study 

area.  

 

2.3.1. LiDAR data processing  

Topography and forest strata play a key role in the distribution and growth of 

understory plant invasions (Royo and Carson 2006). We developed LiDAR metrics 

representing overstory and understory forest structure, and topography. We processed each 

LiDAR tile using the BCAL LiDAR tools, based on IDL programing language (BCAL 

LiDAR Tools 2013), and produced 5 m resolution rasters for the entire county. Processing 

LiDAR data at 5 m spatial resolution allowed us to capture the variability within the plot 

while maintaining computational efficiency during the analysis. To account for forest vertical 

structures in the analyses, we divided forest into four vertical strata (≤1 m; > 1 m to ≤ 5 m; > 

5 m to ≤ 10 m; and > 10 m) following the height range of L. sinense. LiDAR data collected in 
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the leaf-off season vary significantly both in point-density and intensity values for different 

forest types such that contrast among different forest strata and topography is emphasized. 

We converted LiDAR intensity into various vegetation and topography intensity metrics 

(Table 2). We also developed height percentile metrics to represent the proportion of 

vegetation below a given percentile. For example, 99th percentile defines a measure of the 

maximum height, whereas the remaining percentiles quantify variation in height across the 

vegetation profile (Jaskierniak et al. 2011). 

We developed indices using a LiDAR-derived digital elevation model (DEM) to 

characterize moisture content and site conditions. Indices include an integrated moisture 

index (IMI), an elevation to relief ratio (ERR), a topographic roughness index (TRI), and a 

solar radiation index (SRI). An IMI with increasing values indicates increasing moisture 

accumulation and retention (Davies et al. 2010; Iverson et al. 1997). The ERR index 

measures the extent to which topography has been opened up by erosion (Martinuzzi et al. 

2009). The TRI is a measure of variability in the landscape surface and a proxy for 

disturbances (Stambaugh and Guyette 2008). The SRI affects biological processes that 

influence species distributions across landscapes (Keating et al. 2007). We used a three-band 

composite dataset containing a canopy height model, a normalized digital surface model, and 

a differenced surface model of these two to classify forested landscapes into deciduous and 

evergreen types (Singh et al. 2010). We created a total of sixty-six variables from LiDAR, 

consisting of 43 canopy and 23 topographic metrics at the county extent (Table 2). We 

further post-processed these metrics using a mask of vegetation cover to exclude developed 

land-cover types from forested landscapes. 

 

2.4.IKONOS data acquisition 

We acquired a cloud-free multispectral IKONOS image from the leaf-off season 

dated February 21, 2010, and covering a portion of Mecklenburg County (Fig. 2c) (hereafter 

referred to as “experimental extent”). The image consists of three pan-sharpened visible 

bands (blue, 0.45-0.52 µm; green, 0.51-0.60 µm; red, 0.63-0.70 µm) and one near infrared 
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band (nir, 0.76-0.85 µm) at 1 m spatial resolution. We projected the four-band composite 

image into the State Plane Coordinate System (NC FIPS 3200, NAD 1983, m). The selection 

of leaf-off IKONOS images facilitated spectral discrimination between L. sinense and 

neighboring deciduous trees. We applied radiometric correction to ground reflectance by 

applying a simple dark pixel subtraction method. We co-registered calibrated IKONOS data 

to the LiDAR intensity surface model using landmark control points (Jones et al. 2010). 

 

2.4.1. IKONOS data processing 

We developed fourteen spectral features, including a pan-sharpened, four-band 

image, a three-band hue-intensity-saturation (HIS) image, a four-band texture image, and 

three vegetation indices: (1) enhanced vegetation index (EVI), (2) modified soil adjusted 

vegetation index (MSAVI), and (3) the atmospherically-resistant vegetation index (ARVI). 

Studies have demonstrated the efficacy of pan-sharpened imagery in the classification of 

forest tree species in urban areas, estimation of vegetation cover, detection of disturbance 

severity and canopy heterogeneity, and for understanding the spatiotemporal distributions of 

forest structural and dynamic variables in the tropical forest (Carleer and Wolff 2004; Malhi 

and Roman-Cuesta 2008; Pu 2011; Rich et al. 2010). We transformed the pan-sharpened, 

four-band image to HIS and a texture image as texture images have been used in retrieving 

forest structure variables and distinguishing subtle differences in vegetation types (Huete et 

al. 1997; Van Delm and Gulinck 2011). The EVI is suitable for detecting changes in areas of 

high biomass. The MSAVI distinguishes areas with a high degree of exposed soil surface. 

The ARVI, being less sensitive to atmospheric effects (aerosols), is useful for measuring and 

monitoring plant growth, vegetation cover, and biomass production. Finally, we resampled 

these features to 5 m resolution to match spatial grain of the LiDAR-derived variables and 

facilitate comparisons. 
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2.5.Datasets and modeling schema 

To understand the contribution of forest structure in detection and mapping of L. 

sinense, we categorized the LiDAR-derived variables into Overstory, Understory, 

Topography, and Overall Vegetation Characteristics variable types and assigned IKONOS 

spectral features to the Optical types (Table 2). We used the description of variables and their 

established applications in forestry-related studies for the purpose of categorization (Asner et 

al. 2008; Donoghue et al. 2007; Falkowski et al. 2009; Hudak et al. 2008; Jaskierniak et al. 

2011; Martinuzzi et al. 2009; Singh et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2011). Using the five ‘variable 

types’, we developed thirty-one unique combinations of models at the IKONOS experimental 

extent (Fig. 2c; Table 3), and then further applied the RF (Breiman 2001) classifier to 

analyze relative contributions of sensors and forest landscape structures in detection L. 

sinense. Finally, we compared the top performing model developed from selected predictor 

variables (PVs) using the RF classifier to the best parametric model developed from LR 

(Orka et al. 2012), and used the best overall model to map the probability of L. sinense 

occurrence across the heterogeneous county extent. 

 

2.6.Statistical analysis 

We implemented the RF and LR classifiers in the IDL (Waske et al. 2012) and R 

programming environment (R Core Team 2013), respectively. Prior to analysis and to 

account for the time lag between field data and remotely sensed data, we performed visual 

assessment of the field data collected prior 2012 using LiDAR canopy cover to eliminate 

those field plots affected by forest loss. 

Traditional statistical methods do not address nonlinear complex interactions among 

high-dimensional remote sensing variables (Cutler et al. 2007). To overcome these 

limitations, we used a non-parametric RF classifier, a decision-tree-based ensemble 

classifier, which has proven effective in the classification of high-dimensional remote 

sensing and ecological data (Cutler et al. 2007; Goetz et al. 2010; Martinuzzi et al. 2009). We 

selected the RF classifier based on: (1) its robustness and accurate performance on complex 
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datasets with an array of input variables (higher dimensionality) (Guo et al. 2011; Stumpf 

and Kerle 2011), (2) its ability to determine significant variables in the classification, and (3) 

a waiver from cross-validation as it generates an internal unbiased estimate of test error 

(Cutler et al. 2007). The RF classifier provides estimates of variable importance in the 

classification to assist with reducing data dimensionality. The classifier operates by growing 

a large number of individual decision trees from randomized subsets of training samples to 

maximum size without pruning, and then selecting only the best split among a random subset 

at each node (Falkowski et al. 2009; Prasad et al. 2006). The optimal classification is then 

determined by selecting the most common classification results at each node within the group 

of multiple decision trees (Breiman 2001). Due to the randomness, the bias of RF usually 

increases, but its variance also decreases due to averaging, therefore constructing the most 

parsimonious classification model that retains the highest classification accuracy (Cutler et 

al. 2007; Goetz et al. 2010). For comparison, and due to the binary nature of the output, we 

also applied the LR classifier to plot level datasets. This approach offers a robust 

discriminant function without assuming a specific distribution in the input variables. 

We applied the LR classifier to analyze the presence of L. sinense, where field data 

served as response variables and remote sensing covariates as predictor variables (PVs). Our 

selection of LR is based on its flexibility related to key statistical assumptions (linearity, 

normality, and homoscedasticity), and the straightforward interpretation of results based on 

odds ratios and statistical hypothesis testing. We modeled the logit of the presence of L. 

sinense as: 

 

y = loge [P / (1 – P)] = logit(P) = β0 + β1x1 +…+ βkxk 

 

where y is a linear combination function of included predictor variables x1, . . .  xk, the 

parameters β0 + β1, …+ βk are the regression coefficients to be estimated, P is the probability 

of the occurrence of L. sinense, and logit(P) is the odds ratio. 

We used the variance inflation factor (VIF) ≤ 10 for the identification and removal of 

collinear PVs, and we applied the backward elimination technique by deleting one predictor 
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variable for each iteration using the Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) until no further 

improvement in the model was observed (Orka et al. 2012). We used a maximized sum of 

specificity and sensitivity criterion (MST – maximized sum threshold) for selecting the 

threshold of occurrence for L. sinense detection and the Hosmer and Lemeshow goodness-of-

fit test to evaluate the final model (Donoghue et al. 2007). Once an optimal LR was 

established, we applied it to the entire dataset to produce a categorical map of presence and 

absence of L. sinense. 

 

2.7.Evaluation of model performance 

We evaluated model performance using five accuracy measures: F-1 measure, 

sensitivity, specificity, kappa, and the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve 

(ROC). For the robustness of the results, we computed resubstitution and 10-fold cross-

validated (k-fold CV) estimates for all models from RF and LR classifiers. The area under 

the ROC curve ranges from 0 to 1 (none correctly classified to all correctly classified) and 

provides a quantitative measure of model performance. We obtained the ROC by plotting the 

true positive proportion of correctly predicted presence (sensitivity) on the Y-axis against the 

false positive proportion of correctly predicted absence (specificity) on the X-axis. Since the 

RF classifier provides a reliable error estimate using data that is randomly withheld from 

each iteration of tree development (the “out-of-bag” portion), an accuracy assessment using 

independent testing data is not required (Lawrence et al. 2006). However, for purpose of 

model comparison and analytical robustness, we computed a k-fold CV by dividing the field 

data into ten equal sets, where nine sets were input for training and one set for testing, and 

repeated this procedure ten times (Cutler et al. 2007). 

 

3. Results 

3.1.Understory detection and mapping performance 

The LiDAR-derived PVs produced the highest accuracy estimates, outperforming 

both IKONOS alone and the integration of LiDAR and IKONOS data. The RF classifier, 
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with selected PVs (10 variables; Figure 4a and 4b) at experimental and county extents, 

performed substantially better with higher accuracy estimates compared to the LR classifier, 

while the LR classifier showed less variability between resubstitution and cross-validated 

accuracy estimates. The RF model at the experimental extent produced the highest 

resubstitution kappa of 64.8%, improving on the LR model by 31.1% with a moderate gain of 

6.2% compared to the county extent (Table 3 and 4). The k-fold CV revealed the robustness 

of the RF classifier by producing a similar kappa (1% difference) estimate at both extents. In 

addition, the kappa estimate was 21% and 40% higher as compared to the model from the LR 

classifier and models created by the combination of variable type using the RF classifier, 

respectively (Table 4). The F-1 estimate between resubstitution and k-fold CV varies on 

average 7.84% using the RF classifier compared to 1.2% using LR. The RF classifier 

predicted nearly three times the area of L. sinense spread in the understory of forests at the 

experimental extent compared to the LR classifier (Figure 6a). The ratio of L. sinense to 

forest cover is nearly consistent across urban-rural gradients. However, the ratio of L. sinense 

to developed land cover in rural areas is 71% higher than in suburban areas, and 140% higher 

than in urban areas (Figure 6b). The estimated sensitivities across the models, created by the 

combination of variable type, are relatively higher ≥ 0.72 than specificities, which differ 

significantly except at the county extent where sensitivity is lower than specificity. However, 

with higher positive and negative productivity (ratio between true positive/negative and total 

positive/negative), the RF classifier performed substantially better at the county extent than 

RF at the experimental extent in detecting invasion. 

 

3.2.Relative contribution of IKONOS imagery and LiDAR data 

The IKONOS-derived PVs alone or when analyzed together with the LiDAR PVs did 

not improve classification accuracy estimates of detection and mapping L. sinense. The F-1 

and kappa estimates obtained from RF classification of Optical PVs were only 1.25% and 

1.9% higher, respectively, than the Understory model, and contributed only marginally to 

improvements in overall accuracy estimates when combined with Overall Vegetation 

Characteristics and Understory PVs (Table 3). Among the Optical PVs, texture contributed 
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slightly to improved detection when combined with Overall Vegetation Characteristics while 

no other Optical PVs were significant in the top performing RF and LR analysis.  

 

3.3.Contributions of forest landscape structures 

The Topography PVs alone produced the highest accuracy estimates and contributed 

more to detection of L. sinense than other variable types across all models created by the 

combination of variable type using the RF classifier at the experimental extent. The F-1 

estimate was 11.4% higher than average estimates obtained from other variable types alone, 

followed by Overstory and Overall Vegetation Characteristics (Table 3). Gains in accuracies 

did not improve with increasing numbers of variable types except for a slight improvement of 

≥ 0.2 kappa with the Topography PVs. However, the RF variable importance plot of the 

MALL model (Figure 4a) produced higher number of PVs from Overall Vegetation 

Characteristics contributing in the overall accuracy estimates followed by the Topography 

and Overstory variable type. The LR analysis also identified similar sets of significant 

variable types with the exception of Understory (VSTRATUM-1) (Table 5). Two PVs – TMI and 

VISD – are significant in both the top-performing models from RF classifier and model from 

the LR classifier. LiDAR intensity-derived forest landscape variables (VIMEAN / VIMAX and 

VIMIN) contributed in both the top performing RF and LR models. However, the lower 

performance suggests that the LR classifier was unable to address adequately some nonlinear 

structure for matching or higher accuracy estimates. The LR classifier revealed the 

magnitude and direction of PVs’ contribution in the detection of L. sinense. Examination of 

the RF variable importance plots showed that in addition to the TMI, three PVs (topographic 

roughness index, vegetation density and forest cover types) contributed considerably to 

improved detection with higher accuracy estimates at both experimental and county extents 

(Figure 4b).  
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3.4.Large-area assessment of Ligustrum sinense 

The higher performance of LiDAR PVs using the RF classifier encouraged us to 

evaluate county level field data for improved detection of L. sinense. Our analysis produced a 

similar k-fold CV kappa estimate with only slight variation in resubstitution accuracy 

estimates. Use of county level field data increased positive, and negative predictive ratio by 

33% as compared to the ratio at the experimental extent accompanied by a 13.4% difference 

between sensitivity and specificity, which suggests an improved prediction. The variable 

importance plot indicated TMI as the most significant PV for large-area assessment of L. 

sinense, followed by VCTYPE, TRI, and vegetation density (Figure 4b). The analysis of 

LiDAR PVs and the RF classifier with the county level field data mapped the spatial 

distribution of L. sinense that occupies 5.95% of forest understory, predominantly in drainage 

ways and lowland areas of forested landscapes along urban-rural gradients in the county 

(Figure 7). 

 

4. Discussion 

Regional assessment of understory invasions requires an approach that overcomes 

complicacies of spatial and vertical heterogeneity of forested landscapes, and utilizes 

structural and spectral remote sensing data in a coherent manner. In this study, we found that 

structural and spectral data from LiDAR can be used to detect L. sinense over large areas 

with greater accuracy than using multispectral IKONOS data alone or the combination of 

predictors derived from LiDAR and IKONOS. We obtained high accuracy estimates using 

the RF classifier with selected LiDAR PVs at both experimental and the county extents 

(Table 4). Topographic attributes, including TMI and TRI, together with vegetation height 

and LiDAR’s spectral metrics contributed the most in the detection of L. sinense, regardless 

of the classifier used. 

Contrary to our expectations, high resolution IKONOS did not contribute to the 

detection of L. sinense, revealing the limited ability of spectral remote sensing to unravel 

vertical structure of heterotypic forest stands. The ineffectiveness of IKONOS in the 
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detection of L. sinense could be due to cumulative or individual constraints in spectral, 

spatial and temporal resolutions. The heterogeneity of forest strata is responsible for the 

mixed spectral response resulting in scale-dependent variance. This could be further 

complicated with an off-nadir effect of tall trees on understory vegetation as found in (Hsieh 

et al. 2001) and (Myeong et al. 2006). Decreasing the spatial resolution of IKONOS spectral 

features to 5 m for spatial consistency across the analysis and the uneven geo-registration 

between IKONOS and LiDAR may have also contributed to poor results (Nelson et al. 2006). 

A time lag in acquisition (a temporal gap) may also contribute to problematic integration of 

two remote sensing data sources, which is also the case in this study. Accurate detection of 

understory plant invasions is scale (scale of the study) and data dependent, considering the 

types of data analyzed, the existing data dimensionality and nonlinearity, and the data 

acquisition period. The choice of classification techniques also influenced computational 

efficiency and detection success. Moreover, detection success is most dependent upon the 

characteristics of forested landscapes, including physiology of invasive shrubs and the host 

environment (Chastain and Townsend 2007; Resasco et al. 2007).  

Our approach of dividing PVs from LiDAR into variable types representing 

characteristics of forest structure and forested landscapes added a new element into the 

design of our analytical framework. The RF accuracy estimates of models based on LiDAR-

derived variable type combinations (Table 3) illustrate the significance of forest structure and 

landscapes characteristics and their contribution in detection and mapping L. sinense. The 

Topography variables contributed the most with improved detection once combined with 

Overall Vegetation Characteristics, and Overstory using the RF classifier. Among our broad 

variable types, topographic moisture, roughness, vegetation height, and vegetation intensity 

profile were key variables in the RF and LR models at both extents (Figure 4a and 4b, Table 

4). Topographic moisture and roughness play important roles in the growth and distribution 

of L. sinense in riparian forests of the southeastern United States (Hudson et al. 2013; Wang 

and Grant 2012), therefore the influence of these variables in the analysis is not surprising. 

The significance of vegetation height, density and intensity profiles variables supports our 

concept that physiological characteristics of L. sinense are the most suitable for LiDAR-
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based detection. The prominence of vegetation density and intensity variables in our analysis 

also suggests that LiDAR with higher point-density, acquired in the peak of senescence 

period, can improve detection and mapping by providing distinct spectral contrast and 

vegetation densities between deciduous and compact evergreen understory, which 

corroborates the findings of Straatsma and Middelkoop (2007).  

Our k-fold CV of model performance helped minimize the over-fitting tendency of 

the RF classifier and provided a direct comparison between RF and LR models. The RF 

classifier outperformed the LR classifier using the same set of selected PVs. Cutler et al. 

(2007) observed higher performance using the RF classifier when there were strong 

interactions among the PVs. RF’s ability to model complex interactions among PVs perhaps 

addresses the complicated interactions of LiDAR-derived PVs in the top-performing model 

and explains the better performing RF classifier. The common PVs in both classifiers, for 

example, TMI and VISD, and the marginal difference in AUC value suggests that the LR-

derived probabilities might be useful for making rapid adjustments to thresholds that alter 

false positive/false negative rates to improve prediction of L. sinense. One disadvantage of 

LR is that it requires non-collinear variables, whereas RF is not affected by multicollinearity 

because the algorithm ‘spreads’ the variable importance across all the variables and keeps 

those which are good predictors of the response even when correlated with other predictor 

variables (Cutler et al. 2007). The unbalanced sample size is also one potential reason for the 

performance disparity between the two classifiers. The RF makes no distributional 

assumptions about the predictor or response variables and can automatically reanalyze the 

presence and absence class to achieve equal size, providing another advantage over LR. In 

general, a higher number of presence data in the model poses a challenge of overestimation. 

On the contrary, due to a higher number of absence data, more than twice the presence data 

at both extents, we expect that neither classifier overestimated the spatial distribution of L. 

sinense.  

We identified two primary sources of error in the overestimation of ‘sensitivities’ in 

models: 1) the presence of other evergreen understory shrubs, and 2) the use of field plots 

containing a fewer number of seedlings, juveniles, and matures as presence in the classifiers. 
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However, the effects of higher evergreen shrub coverage and plots with sparser L. sinense 

plants on detection and mapping are matters for further analysis. Other technical issues 

influencing accuracy estimates were GPS positional errors from the fieldwork, loss of 

information during data conversion (e.g., float to integer), and the quality of LiDAR data and 

derived variables at regional extents, including gaps between LiDAR tiles and non-calibrated 

LiDAR intensity. Computational challenges that arose due to large data volumes associated 

with the large-area LiDAR application suggest that we need to explore data reduction 

techniques and optimal resolutions for detection and mapping of understory plant invaders. 

We observed little difference in accuracy estimates when implementing the RF 

classifier at the experimental and county extents, with only slightly reduced variability 

between resubstitution and 10-fold cross validation at the county extent. This reduced 

variability is attributable to the larger amounts of field data at the county extent. However, 

similar accuracy estimates at both extents suggests the suitability of the RF classifier when 

less field data is available, which is consistent with research presented by Martinuzzi et al. 

(2009). County-level analyses showed that topographic moisture index (TMI) and vegetation 

cover types – deciduous and evergreen - (VCVTYPE) are the most important variables for 

predicting the distribution of L. sinense at that scale. Application of the RF classifier at the 

county extent prompted two methodological avenues for future research: 1) to analyze 

LiDAR-derived PVs with spatial resolution matching the field plot size (i.e. 10 m x 10 m) to 

enhance data handling and computational efficiency while providing sufficient accuracy 

estimates, and 2) to measure the variability in accuracy estimates when using other evergreen 

understory invasive species found in the field plots. Ultimately, using county-level field data 

with the RF classifier is suitable for large-area assessment of L. sinense, and this approach 

can be applied to other local and regional sites. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Successful management of native biodiversity and ecosystem services at regional 

scales requires methodological advances in the application of remote sensing technologies 

aiming to accurately quantify the spatial distribution of invasive species. Our results suggest 
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that LiDAR data provides 1) adequate information for accurately detecting and mapping the 

spatial distribution of the understory invasive L. sinense over large urbanizing regions and 2) 

improved results as compared to the analysis of IKONOS optical imagery. The Topography 

variables (TMI + TRI), when combined with Overall Vegetation Characteristics (density + 

spectral) and Overstory (height), produced the highest accuracy estimates. These findings 

highlight the significance of the structural and spectral characteristics of LiDAR for 

quantifying the landscape-level topographic, forest stand, and physical and structural plant 

attributes used for detecting and mapping the distribution of L. sinense. LiDAR intensity-

derived variables were significant in the successful detection and mapping of L. sinense, 

emphasizes the importance of the spectral attributes of LiDAR data for assessing understory 

invasives. This research demonstrates how categorizing LiDAR-derived variables into 

variable types representing Overstory and Understory forest structure and Topography 

contributed to our understanding of the forest and landscape characteristics that influence the 

distribution, growth, and detection of L. sinense. Our study suggests an even distribution of 

L. sinense in forests along the urban-rural gradient of Mecklenburg County, NC, found 

predominantly in drainage ways, lowlands, and disturbed areas of forested landscapes as 

observed during fieldwork. This research further highlights the importance of LiDAR data 

acquisition during the leaf-off season for mapping L. sinense. Our methodological framework 

addresses data complexities, including multidimensionality and nonlinearity in multisource 

data, and provides a generalized approach for rapid assessments of L. sinense in forested 

landscapes over large urbanizing regions to support development and implementation of 

management plans for conserving native biodiversity.  
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Table 1. Distribution of 100 m
2
 field plots along urban-rural gradients. 

 

  Class 
County extent 

Total 
Experimental extent 

Total 
Presence Absence Presence Absence 

Urban 

Suburban 

Rural 

 

68 

27 

4 

88 

113 

46 

156 

140 

50 

16 

7 

0 

11 

43 

4 

27 

50 

4 

99 247 346 23 58 81 
a
Field data used in the analyses at the experimental extent 
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Table 2.  Predictor variables used in random forests and logistic regression classifiers for 

detection and mapping of Ligustrum sinense. LiDAR-derived variables assigned to 

Overstory, Understory, Topography, and Other types while IKONOS-derived variables are 

Optical type.  

 

Variable type Variable name Description 

O
ve

rs
to

ry
 

HMAX Height maximum 

HPCT (75-95) Height percentile 75
th
, 90

th
, and 95

th
  

VHT3
†
 Vegetation height > 5 m and ≤ 10 m 

VHT4
†
 Vegetation height > 10 m 

VSTRATUM (4-6) Percentage of vegetation returns in the height > 10 m and ≤ 

20 m, 20 m and ≤ 30 m, and > 30 m 

U
n
d
er

st
o

ry
 HMIN Height minimum 

HPCT (5-50) Height percentile 5
th
, 10

th
, 25

th
, and 50

th
 (median) 

VHT1
†
 Vegetation height > 0 m and ≤ 1 m  

VHT2
†
 Vegetation height > 1 m and ≤ 5 m (understory vegetation) 

VSTRATUM (0-3) Percentage of vegetation returns in the height range > 0 m 

and ≤ 1 m, > 1 m and ≤ 2.5 m, and > 2.5 m and ≤ 10 m 

T
o
p
o
g
ra

p
h
y 

ASP
†
 Aspect 

BEAR Bare earth absolute roughness 

BEGPD Ground Point-density 

BEIMIN Bare earth intensity minimum 

BEIMAX Bare earth intensity maximum 

BEIMEA Bare earth intensity mean 

BEISD Bare earth intensity standard deviation 

BELmin Bare earth elevation minimum 

BELmax Bare earth elevation maximum 

BELmea Bare earth elevation mean 

BELR Bare earth local roughness 

BESLPCOSASP Bare earth slope cosine aspect 

BESLPSINASP Bare earth slope sine aspect 

DEM
†
 Digital elevation model 

ERR
†
 Elevation relief ratio 

Crv
†
 Curvature surface 

HDE
†
 Hill-shade 

NLGR Number of LiDAR ground returns 

PGR Percentage ground return 

SLP Slope surface (degree) 

SRI
†
 Solar radiation index 

TMI
†
 Topographic moisture index  

TRI
†
 Topographic roughness index 
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Table 2. (continued). 

 

Variable type Variable name Description 
O

ve
ra

ll
 V

eg
et

a
ti

o
n

 C
h

a
ra

ct
er

is
ti

cs
 

HAAD Height average absolute deviation 

HCV Height coefficient of variation 

HIQR Height interquartile range 

HKUR Height kurtosis 

HMAD Height median absolute deviation 

HMEAN Height mean 

HRNG Height range 

HSD Height standard deviation 

HSKE Height skewness 

HTEX Height texture 

HVAR Height variance 

IALL Intensity surface overall 

IMIN Intensity surface minimum 

IMAX Intensity surface maximum 

IMEAN Intensity surface mean 

ISD Intensity surface standard deviation 

NLR Number of LiDAR returns 

NLVR Number of LiDAR vegetation returns 

VTVD Total vegetation density 

VCTYPE
±
 Vegetation cover type (deciduous, evergreen and mixed) 

VIMIN Vegetation intensity minimum  

VIMAX Vegetation intensity maximum 

VIMEAN Vegetation intensity mean 

VISD Vegetation intensity standard deviation 

O
p
ti

ca
l 

Texture Texture 

ARVI
±
 Atmospherically resistant vegetation index 

MSAVI
±
 Modified soil adjusted vegetation index 

IHS
±
 Hue, intensity and saturation 

EVI
±
 Enhanced vegetation index 

Pan Pan-sharpened bands (three visible and one infrared) 

 

Listed predictor variables were developed using BCAL LiDAR tools, based on IDL 

programing language (ENVI 5.0), 
†
ArcGIS 10.1, and 

±
ERDAS Imagine software. See 

Appendices for schematic details used for creating predictor variables. 
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Table 3. Model accuracy estimates using random forests classifier at the experimental extent.   
 

Models 
Accuracy estimate† 

F-1 measure± Kappa Specificity Sensitivity AUC‡ 

MOs 57.16 0.239 0.636 0.754 0.695 

MUs 41.34 0.000 0.000 0.722 0.361 

MTo 60.04 0.308 0.636 0.790 0.713 

MOt 47.46 0.086 0.417 0.734 0.576 

MOp 42.58 0.019 0.125 0.724 0.425 

MOsUs 43.48 0.038 0.167 0.724 0.445 

MOsTo 57.05 0.260 0.488 0.767 0.628 

MUsTo 55.70 0.213 0.448 0.742 0.595 

MOsOt 43.25 0.034 0.250 0.727 0.489 

MUsOt 42.69 0.000 0.125 0.725 0.425 

MToOt 52.93 0.213 0.375 0.746 0.560 

MOsOp 48.61 0.149 0.625 0.730 0.677 

MUsOp 41.63 0.000 0.000 0.722 0.361 

MToOp  55.39 0.270 0.604 0.760 0.682 

MOtOp 47.55 0.101 0.500 0.733 0.616 

MOsUsOt 43.79 0.038 0.375 0.739 0.557 

MUsToOt 55.67 0.255 0.500 0.763 0.631 

MOsToOt    55.93 0.244 0.563 0.758 0.660 

MOsUsTo 55.53 0.236 0.388 0.765 0.576 

MOsUsOp 41.63 0.014 0.000 0.735 0.368 

MOsToOp 56.09 0.270 0.625 0.762 0.694 

MUsToOp 54.86 0.250 0.475 0.758 0.616 

MOsOtOp 48.28 0.129 0.500 0.733 0.617 

MUsOtOp 46.68 0.100 0.250 0.728 0.489 

MToOtOp 53.51 0.184 0.469 0.802 0.635 

MOsUsToOt 52.69 0.180 0.375 0.751 0.563 

MOsUsToOp 51.94 0.205 0.500 0.747 0.623 

MOsUsOpOt 42.97 0.030 0.125 0.739 0.432 

MOsToOpOt 55.68 0.238 0.531 0.749 0.640 

MUsToOpOt 54.32 0.196 0.542 0.759 0.650 

MALL 54.79 0.229 0.500 0.757 0.628 

†10-fold cross-validated accuracy estimate 

±F-1 measure = the harmonic mean of precision and recall;  

‡AUC = the area under the curve of the receiver operating characteristic. It is defined as the 

average of sensitivity and the specificity, also known as balanced accuracy.
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Table 4. Accuracy metrics for top performing models with observed and predicted frequencies at the experimental and 

county extents.    
 

 Experimental extent  County extent 

 RF  LR  RF 

Observed 

Predicted  Predicted  Predicted 

Presence Absence % Correct  Presence Absence % Correct  Presence Absence % Correct 

Presence 11 9 55.00  15 20 42.90  92 31 74.80 

Absence 0 61 100.00  5 41 89.10  35 187 84.20 

Overall % correct  88.89    69.14    80.87 

Accuracy 

estimates 

F-1 measures: 71.00   F-1 measures: 54.50   F-1 measures: 73.60  

Kappa: 0.648   Kappa: 0.337   Kappa: 0.586  

Sensitivity: 1.000   Sensitivity: 0.750   Sensitivity: 0.724  

Specificity: 0.871   Specificity: 0.672   Specificity: 0.858  

AUC: 0.936   AUC: 0.787   AUC: 0.791  

10-fold 

cross-validation 

F-1 measures: 61.55   F-1 measures:  53.30   F-1 measures: 67.37  

Kappa: 0.537   Kappa:  0.331   Kappa: 0.547  

RF = random forests; LR = logistic regression; F-1 measure = the harmonic mean of precision and recall; AUC = the area 

under the curve of the receiver operating characteristic. 
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Table 5. Parameters and fit statistics for logistic regression model.  
 

Variable type Predictor Description β SE β z p 
e

β
 

(odds ratio) 

 Constant  -0.933 0.602 -1.551 0.1208 NA 

Understory VSTRATUM-1 Percentage of vegetation returns 0.035 0.014 2.470 0.0135 1.036 

Topography BEISD Bare earth intensity standard deviation -0.051 0.022 -2.308 0.0210 0.950 

TMI Topographic moisture index 0.014 0.003 4.558 <0.0001 1.014 

Overall 

Vegetation 

Characteristics 

HKUR Height kurtosis -0.612 0.279 -2.188 0.0287 0.542 

IALL Intensity surface overall -0.013 0.004 -2.924 0.0035 0.987 

VIMEAN Vegetation intensity mean -0.459 0.170 -2.695 0.0070 0.631 

VISD Vegetation intensity standard deviation 0.005 0.002 2.012 0.0442 1.005 

  Test  X
2
 df p  

 
 Overall model fit 

Likelihood ratio test 68.356 7 < 0.0001  

 Wald test 13.900 2 0.0009  

  Goodness-of-fit test Hosmer & Lemeshow 7.569 8 0.4766  
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Fig. 1. Ligustrum sinense during the leaf-off season from backyards to backwoods. (a) a 

dense stand of L. sinense in the forest understory within the riparian zone along Toby Creek 

greenway in Charlotte, North Carolina, USA, (b) a dense monotypic stand of L. sinense, and 

(c) typical foliage exhibits thick leaves with a glossy upper surface and light green lower 

surface. 
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Fig. 2. Study system. (a) Mecklenburg County at the center of the Charlotte Metropolitan 

Area of North Carolina, USA, (b) the distribution of forest cover across the county with 

overlays of LiDAR tile index and locations of field plots. A total of 1896 LiDAR tiles of 

dimension 914.40 m x 914.40 m used for developing predictor variables, and (c) the extent of 

IKONOS coverage. 
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Fig. 3. The spatial distribution of Ligustrum sinense in the forest understory at experimental 

extent based on: (a) the top performing random forests model (F-1 accuracy = 69.90%) 

developed using selected predictor variables with high variable importance, and (b) a 

parsimonious logistic regression model (F-1 accuracy = 54.50%). 
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Fig. 4. Normalized variable importance (NVI) plot from the random forests classifier. NVI is 

a ratio between raw variable importance and the respective standard deviation. Plot 

represents the relative importance of each predictor variable in the model. Higher values 

indicate greater contribution to the model. (a) NVI plot for the model (MALL) with all 

predictor variables at experimental extent, and b) NVI plot for models developed from 

selected predictor variables at experimental and county extents. 
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Fig. 5. Logistic regression results at the experimental extent. (a) A maximized sum of sensitivity and specificity criterion for 

selecting the threshold of occurrence, and (b) The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the logistic regression 

model. The stair-stepped line represents the ROC curve (area under the curve, 0.787 [95% CI, 0.74 to 0.83]). 
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Fig. 6. Estimated Ligustrum sinense cover (% of area) in the forest understory at experimental extent. (a) The distribution of 

L. sinense and other land covers derived from top-performing random forests (RF) and logistic regression (LR) models, and 

b) the proportions of L. sinense cover along the urban-rural gradient. 
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Fig. 7. The spatial distribution of Ligustrum sinense using the random forests classifier in the forest understory at the county 

extent.
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Abstract 

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data is being increasingly used as an effective 

alternative to conventional optical remote sensing to accurately estimate aboveground forest 

biomass ranging from individual tree to stand levels. Recent advancements in LiDAR 

technology have resulted in higher point densities and improved data accuracies 

accompanied by challenges for procuring and processing voluminous LiDAR data for large-

area assessments. Reducing point density lowers data acquisition costs and overcomes 

computational challenges for large-area forest assessments. However, how does lower point 

density affect the accuracy of biomass estimation in forests containing a great level of 

anthropogenic disturbance? We evaluate the effects of LiDAR point density on the biomass 

estimation of remnant forests in the rapidly urbanizing region of Charlotte, North Carolina, 

USA. We used multiple linear regression to establish the statistical relationship between 

field-measured biomass and predictor variables (PVs) derived from LiDAR point cloud data 

with varying densities. We compared the estimation accuracies between a general Urban 

Forest type and three Forest Type models (evergreen, deciduous, and mixed) and quantified 

the degree to which landscape context influenced biomass estimation. The explained biomass 

variance of the Urban Forest model, using adjusted R
2
, was consistent across the reduced 

point densities, with the highest difference of 11.5% between the 100% and 1% point 

densities. The combined estimates of Forest Type biomass models outperformed the Urban 

Forest models at the representative point densities (100% and 40%). The Urban Forest 

biomass model with development density of 125 m radius produced the highest adjusted R
2
 

(0.83 and 0.82 at 100% and 40% LiDAR point densities, respectively) and the lowest RMSE 

values, highlighting a distance impact of development on biomass estimation. Our evaluation 

suggests that reducing LiDAR point density is a viable solution to regional-scale forest 

assessment without compromising the accuracy of biomass estimates, and these estimates can 

be further improved using development density. 

 

Keywords: LiDAR, aboveground biomass, development density, canopy stratification, 

multiple linear regression 
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1. Introduction 

Loss of forest biomass in urbanizing regions is a growing concern worldwide (Seto et 

al. 2012). Changes in biomass impact critical ecological and environmental processes 

necessary for the maintenance of biodiversity and ecosystem health, often for the long-term 

and with slowed or no opportunity for recovery. Long-term impacts include changes in 

regional nitrogen and carbon storage and flux (Groffman et al. 2006; Magnani et al. 2007; 

Nadelhoffer et al. 1999), increases in urban heat island effects (Imhoff et al. 2010; Zhang et 

al. 2013), and increased concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide (Rowntree 1991 

(Nowak and Greenfield 2012)), as well as changes in human perceptions of environmental 

quality and well-being (Grove et al. 2006). As urban forests decrease in size and number, we 

face an ever-increasing need to quantify the remaining resources. However, some of the most 

vulnerable forests around growing U.S. cities are the least accessible for ecological 

measurement due to the high proportion of privately owned land typical of metropolitan 

landscapes (Meentemeyer et al. 2013; Robertson et al. 2014). Since biomass directly relates 

to tree structure -- height and diameter at breast height -- cost-effective regional-scale remote 

sensing data that characterize the structure of forest stands are needed to quantify biomass 

across metropolitan landscapes. Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) provides structural 

data for forest analysis studies (Lefsky et al. 2002b). 

Airborne and terrestrial LiDAR has emerged as a key remote sensing technology for 

the accurate estimation of forest biomass ranging from individual tree to stand levels (Allouis 

et al. 2013; Mascaro et al. 2011; Zolkos et al. 2013), and has been successfully applied for 

quantify and measure biomass of tropical forests (Drake et al. 2003; Dubayah et al. 2010a), 

shrubs (Estornell et al. 2011), understory vegetation (Seidel et al. 2012), unmanaged 

Mediterranean forests (Garcia et al. 2010), and urban forests (He et al. 2013). However, these 

applications have not characterized forest types found along urban-rural gradients, rarely 

address the impact of landscape context on biomass estimation across the urbanizing 

landscapes, and lack large-area assessment. Recent advancements in LiDAR technology have 

resulted in improved data accuracies using higher point densities (Csanyi and Toth 2007), 

which poses a challenge to the procurement and processing of voluminous LiDAR data for 
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large-area assessments. To overcome this challenge, large-area assessments are typically 

based on plot-level regression models either ‘alone’ (Drake et al. 2002) or through ‘fusion’ of 

sampled LiDAR transects with spectral data (Popescu et al. 2004). However, these 

approaches to large-area assessments are often not suitable for urban forest studies due to the 

presence of different forest types, and the high degrees of heterogeneity at fine scales caused 

by repeated anthropogenic disturbances, such as conversion of forests to development. 

Therefore, reducing point density may provide a solution for cutting procurement costs and 

overcoming computational challenges for large-area assessments. This knowledge may also 

help analyze features in point clouds derived from automated methods (e.g. Structure from 

Motion technique, (Brostow et al. 2008)) designed to generate a 3D point cloud from video 

sequences filmed from new mobile sensors.  

Data procurement and processing costs limit the extent to which LiDAR is useful for 

large area studies (Wulder et al. 2008; Wulder et al. 2012). To achieve both cost-effective 

and accurate results, data acquisition parameters are optimized (Lovell et al. 2005; Naesset 

2009) while tradeoffs are made between point-density and estimation accuracy (Jakubowski 

et al. 2013; Magnusson et al. 2007; Zhao et al. 2009). To date, studies considering the 

optimization of LiDAR point-densities, such as Gobakken and Naesset (2008), Jakubowski et 

al. (2013), Lim et al. (2008), and Treitz et al. (2012), were mainly focused on natural 

environments and rarely accounted for the influence of landscape context (e.g., surrounding 

urban development or forest stratification following disturbance) on forest structure and 

biomass estimation.  

Forest structural heterogeneity and factors modifying it, such as urbanization 

(McHale et al. 2009), are important determinants in biomass estimation. Studies documenting 

the effects of urbanization on forest structure have found lower stem densities in young 

stands (Lawrence 1995), increased forest edge opening (Moran 1984), and increased biomass 

growth compared to rural stands (Gregg et al. 2003; O'Brien et al. 2012). These structural 

variations affect the total biomass, while also potentially affecting the capacity to measure 

biomass using LiDAR. Canopy stratification has been suggested to overcome potential 

estimation errors due to structural variation (Swatantran et al. 2011). Canopy stratification is 
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a useful organizational tool for the study of the vertical distribution of plants and animals 

(Baker and Wilson 2000), and is considered an index of vertical structure where the higher 

number of canopy strata represents increased complexity in the forest stands (Parker and 

Brown 2000). Fundamental differences in the heterogeneity of forests types in urbanizing 

landscapes suggest the need for a broader perspective and innovative approaches for the use 

of LiDAR point density in forest biomass estimation. 

In this study, we evaluate the effects of LiDAR point density on the estimation of 

aboveground biomass (AGB) of remnant forests in the rapidly urbanizing region of 

Charlotte, North Carolina, USA. Using multiple linear regression (MLR), we established 

relationships between field-based biomass estimates and LiDAR-derived predictor variables 

(PVs) for a general urban forest type and three specific forest type biomass models, referred 

to as Urban Forest and Forest Types (coniferous, deciduous, and mixed). For the Urban 

Forest, we developed models using PVs of LiDAR data at eight point densities, while for the 

Forest Type models we used the original LiDAR data and the optimal point density. We then 

compared accuracies of the Urban Forest and Forest Type models in addition to comparison 

of top-performing biomass models between the Urban Forest and a combined estimate for the 

Forest Type models. We quantified the degree to which the presence of built development 

(e.g., buildings, roads, and parking lots) influenced biomass estimation. Finally, we analyzed 

the effect of canopy stratification on biomass estimation for both the Urban Forest and Forest 

Type models. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1.Study system 

This study focuses on the urban remnant forests of Mecklenburg County, North 

Carolina. The county is located within the Piedmont physiographic province in the center of 

the Charlotte Metropolitan Area and covers 1,415 km
2
 (Fig. 1). The region’s topography is 

characterized by rolling flat lands with elevation ranging from 252 m in the northern part of 

the county to about 159 m in the south. Forested landscapes in the area are primarily 
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comprised of oak-hickory-pine forests that have developed on former timber plantation sites 

as well as through natural regeneration on abandoned farmland. In recent years, urban 

sprawl, with low- to medium-density housing, has converted forest and farmland dominated 

landscapes into an array of developed land cover types with highly fragmented and complex 

urban forests. According to the American Forests report in 2008, Mecklenburg County has 

experienced a 33% decline in its tree canopy between 1985 and 2008, and will suffer an 

additional loss of ~3% by the year 2015 under recent trends.  

 

2.2.Field data 

We conducted field measurements during the years 2010-2012 as part of the Charlotte 

ULTRA-EX (Urban Long-Term Research Areas Exploratory) study designed to analyze 

socio-ecological interactions driving the persistence of private forest. Within each forest site, 

we established three to five 11.5 m fixed-radius random field plots (400 m
2
) (Fig. 1b). We 

measured the diameter at breast height (dbh) of all native and invasive woody plants greater 

than 5 cm diameter, including vines. Other parameters measured in each plot include 

geographic coordinates, merchantable height, species name and type (deciduous vs. 

evergreen), and predominant land cover type. Prior to the analysis, we categorized all field 

plots into deciduous, coniferous, and mixed forest types using a threshold of 75% 

predominant land cover type. If a plot consisted of over 75% deciduous or coniferous trees, 

we labeled the plot as deciduous or coniferous, respectively. We labeled plots comprised of 

less than 75% deciduous or coniferous forest as mixed plots. To maintain the uniformity in 

modeling biomass across the forest types, we selected a similar number of field plots in each 

forest type resulting in a collection of 70 plots comprised of22 deciduous, 23 coniferous, and 

25 mixed plots. 

  

2.3.LiDAR data 

We used leaf-off multiple return LiDAR data acquired April 11-14, 2012, and 

obtained from the Storm Water Services Division of Charlotte-Mecklenburg County 
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government office. Original data acquisition was carried out by Pictometry International 

(Rochester, USA) using Optech’s ALTM Gemini 3100 LiDAR system with an average point 

spacing of 1 m between any two neighboring points over the study system. See section 2.3. 

of the chapter 2
nd

 for more details. 

 

2.4.LiDAR data processing and data reduction 

We reduced the original LiDAR point-density to 80%, 60%, 40%, 20%, 10%, 5%, 

and 1% densities (Fig. 2; Table 1) using the ‘percentage of the total points’ reduction 

algorithm developed at Boise Center Aerospace Laboratory, Boise, Idaho (BCAL LiDAR 

Tools 2013). This algorithm reduces LAS files (LiDAR data format) by the percentage of the 

total points using random selection from the pool of equal height points in each return. We 

elected this data reduction approach over other approaches, such as point density or point 

spacing based on two primary considerations: 1) the inconsistency of point spacing and 

point-density throughout the LiDAR tiles and field-plots, and 2) thinning by percentage 

offers nearly consistent sampling across the tiles for large scale analysis (Anderson et al. 

2006; Magnusson et al. 2007). Finally, we clipped the reduced and original LiDAR datasets 

at 12 m radius plot size to account for any possible misalignment due to GPS positional 

errors. This resulted in eight plot-level LiDAR datasets, including seven sets of reduced point 

densities.  

 

2.5.Processing and extracting variables 

2.5.1. Field-based aboveground biomass estimation 

To identify an optimal LiDAR point density, we applied a generalized allometric 

equation (Eq. (1)) (Jenkins et al. 2003) to the tree species found in each field plot to estimate 

biomass for individual trees using field based dbh and parameters from the appropriate 

species group as documented in Jenkins et al. (2003) and listed in Table 2.  

 

                     ))  (1) 
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where bm is total aboveground biomass (kg dry weight) for trees > 5 cm in dbh, Exp 

is the exponential function, dbh is the diameter at breast height in centimeters (cm), ln is the 

natural log base e (2.718282), and β0 and β1 are parameters for hardwood and softwood tree 

species groups (Table 2). 

We aggregated tree species observed in the field into hardwood and softwood species 

groups. We used parameters of each respective species group to calculate biomass for 

individual trees and then averaged the biomass at plot level by applying a tons per hectare 

conversion unit. We used dbh to estimate biomass for three reasons: 1) dbh is the most stable 

predictor for regression models compared to predictors that incorporate LiDAR-derived tree 

height and crown diameter (Popescu 2007), 2) dbh is a more consistent estimation of biomass 

than direct estimates from LiDAR-derived metrics, and 3) species-independent biomass 

equations only require dbh compared to species-dependent.  

 

2.5.2. LiDAR metrics extraction 

We extracted plot-level metrics from LiDAR data using FUSION software developed 

at Pacific Northwest Research Station, Seattle, WA (McGaughey 2014). We normalized the 

clipped plot-level LiDAR datasets using 1 m resolution digital elevation model (DEM) 

derived from LiDAR ground returns. This process removed topography effects from LiDAR 

points across the datasets for yielding height-above-ground values. For extracting plot-level 

tree metrics, we used the height range 1.5 m to 35 m to exclude understory vegetation, and 

objects taller than the trees found within the region. We calculated descriptive statistics for 

normalized LiDAR point densities across the entire vertical profile (e.g., minimum, 

maximum, variance, interquartile distance, percentiles, etc.) and canopy related metrics (e.g., 

percentage of first returns above 3 m, percentage of first return above mean, and mode, etc.) 

(Frazer et al. 2011; Jakubowski et al. 2013). We derived and further identified a total of 37 

metrics from previous studies at the plot-level (Table 3). Since the estimation of biomass is 
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directly related to structural metrics, we did not consider the intensity component of LiDAR 

in the analysis. 

 

2.5.3. Development density estimation 

To examine the effect of development and the distance effect on biomass estimation, 

we calculated development density (Eq. (2)) at multiple buffer distances of increasing radii 

around each plot (Table 3).  

 

    
∑     

  
 

   
   (2)  

 

where Ds is the development density, di is the number of developed cells in the 

circular plot, ai is the spatial resolution of land cover, and N is the total number of cells in the 

circular plot. We reclassified land cover types, developed from Landsat TM and LiDAR 

structural data (Singh et al. 2012), into a 5 m raster representing developed (impervious 

surfaces and managed clearings) and undeveloped land cover (farmland, forest and barren 

land). We then calculated the total area of developed land cover within the multiple buffers to 

estimate the development density. 

 

2.5.4. Canopy stratification  

Reducing point density could dilute the effect of vertical complexity and impact the 

accuracy of biomass estimates. Therefore, we analyzed the effect of canopy stratification on 

the biomass estimations using the Landscape Management System (LMS) (McCarter 2001; 

McCarter et al. 1998) and the Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS) model (Dixon 2002; Stage 

1973; Wykoff et al. 1982). FVS uses internal model diameter/height relationships to fill in 

height and crown information that was not measured in the plots. In addition, FVS provides 

volume estimates for measured trees. We used LMS to calculate canopy layers using a 

canopy stratification algorithm based on work by Baker and Wilson (2000). The default 

canopy overlap parameter (-5) imposed a 5 ft. gap between the bottom of one canopy layer 
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and the top of the next lower canopy layer. For evergreen forests in our datasets, this 

produced few canopy layers because of a more continuous canopy structure. Thus, we 

adjusted the overlap parameter to produce results for a 5 ft. gap (-5), no overlap or gap (0), 

and a 5 ft. overlap (+5), allowing for the detection of multiple canopy layers in the more 

continuous canopy structure of the sampled stands (Fig. 7). We examined the results for each 

overlap parameter and selected the +5 ft. overlap parameter since it revealed very distinct 

multiple layers and complex structures in the data. 

 

2.6.Statistical analysis and model development 

We used MLR to evaluate the statistical relationship between field-based biomass and 

LiDAR-derived PVs (Table 3). First, we developed biomass models for Urban Forest using 

PVs derived from reduced LiDAR point densities to identify the optimal point density 

suitable for biomass estimation. Second, to account for biomass variation due to forest types 

across urbanizing landscapes and to test for differences among forest types, we developed 

separate regression models for evergreen, deciduous, and mixed forest stands using PVs from 

the identified optimal point density (i.e., LiDAR percentage that produced matching or 

improved biomass estimates compared to the original data) (Chen and Hay 2011; Popescu 

and Wynne 2004; Zhao et al. 2009). Third, we used Urban Forest biomass models developed 

using PVs derived from 100%, 40% and 10% point densities to compare and analyze the 

effect of development density on the estimation of biomass. We used Urban Forest models 

based on from three point densities to insure that the effect of development is not by  chance 

and is point density independent. Finally, to analyze the effect of canopy stratification, we 

developed regression models where the residuals of the top-performing biomass models are 

treated as the new response variable against the PVs of interest and canopy stratification. 

This analysis determined the strength of the relationship between biomass and canopy 

structural complexity of the urban forests. 

We implemented the MLR analyses in three steps: 1) identification of outliers, 2) 

variable selection followed by data transformation, if needed, and 3) model development and 

performance evaluation. We started by identifying a list of LiDAR metrics (Table 3) from 
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previous studies that are the best predictors of plot-level biomass in order to simplify the 

variable selection process (Dubayah et al. 2010b; Frazer et al. 2011; García et al. 2010; Hall 

et al. 2005). We applied the variance inflation factor (VIF) and the Pearson correlation 

coefficients to select optimal PVs for MLR that minimized data dimensionality and the 

presence of multicollinearity within the PVs, and to overcome issues of over fitting (Allouis 

et al. 2013). Due to many potential non-collinear PVs, we also applied an automated 

approach by employing the ‘regsubsets’ function from the LEAPS package (Lumley and 

Lumley 2013) in the R statistical software (R Core Team 2013) to view ranked models based 

on different scoring criteria (adjusted R
2
, Mallows' Cp statistic, Bayesian information 

criterion (BIC) etc.). We used the lowest Mallow's Cp score and BIC for selecting the model 

while Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used in model performance evaluation. We 

also used logarithmic transformations during the development of the MLR models achieve 

linearity between field-based biomass and non-linear forest structural parameters (Frazer et 

al. 2011; Hudak et al. 2006; Lefsky et al. 2002a).  

 

2.7.Evaluating model performance 

We compared the performance of MLR models using an adjusted R
2
, AIC, and root 

mean squared error (RMSE) based on a 10-fold cross validation (k-fold CV) analysis. The 

adjusted R
2
 is the percentage of variation explained by the PVs that influence the response 

variable. The adjusted R
2
 corrects upward bias, especially in small samples. We used the AIC 

to evaluate the performance of biomass models resulting from development density with 

increasing radii around each plot. We selected k-fold CV method due to the relatively low 

number of observations contained in each model. In this approach, the dataset is divided into 

k subsets, and at each iteration, one of the k subsets is used as testing data and the other k-1 

subset as training data. The variance of the resulting estimate is reduced as k is increased. We 

also used F-test to determine if the variance of observed vs. predicted biomass was equal to 

biomass models derived from PVs of reduced point-densities. 
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3. Results 

3.1.LiDAR point density effects on Urban Forest biomass model performance 

We observed similar biomass predictions for Urban Forest across all the reduced 

LiDAR point densities. The amount of biomass variance (adjusted R
2
) explained by LiDAR-

derived PVs was consistent across the reduced point densities (Fig. 3) with the highest 

difference of 11.5% observed between the 100% and 1% point density biomass models. The 

RMSE and k-fold CV values of Urban Forest models showed a similar trend with the 

maximum difference of 8.2 t/ha and 9.6 t/ha, respectively (Table 4). The biomass estimates 

from the 40% point density models were similar to the 100% point-density except for the 

significance of the PFRame variable (Table 3). PFRame was present in all models below 

80% point density with the exception of the 1% model. The biomass variance across the 

reduced point densities was best explained by the tree height variance (Hvar (>60%)), 

followed by height percentile (HP(1-99)), percentage of first returns above mean (PFRame) (if 

significant in the model), and the median of the absolute deviations from the overall mode 

(HMADMo). F-tests (equality of two variances) revealed no significant differences between 

the predicted and observed biomass estimates (Table 4) with virtually consistent distributions 

across the models except for slight differences at the 60% and 20% LiDAR point densities 

(Fig. 4). 

 

3.2.Performance of Forest Type biomass model 

While Urban Forest biomass models performed consistently well across the reduced 

point-densities, due to similar adjusted R
2
 we selected 100% and 40% point densities for 

developing Forest Type biomass models. Forest Type biomass models outperformed 

(individually as well as cumulatively) the Urban Forest models at both the 100% and 40% 

point densities. Forest Type biomass models produced, on average, 4 t/ha to 6 t/ha lower 

RMSE values than Urban Forest models. The evergreen biomass model based on the 100% 

point density produced the highest adjusted R
2
 and lowest RMSE followed by mixed and 

deciduous types (Fig. 5; Table 5). We found a moderate but significant difference in 
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evergreen and mixed types biomass variance (on average 4.56%) between the 100% and 40% 

point densities (Fig. 5) except for the deciduous type which showed similar adjusted R
2
 

(79%) and RMSE (29 t/ha) values. Biomass estimates of evergreen and mixed models 

performed similarly as we introduced the basal area ratio variable into the models. The 

average difference of RMSE values of Forest Type biomass models based on 100% and 40% 

point densities was 2 t/ha. However, we observed a difference of 6.2 t/ha and 5 t/ha at 100% 

and 40% densities, respectively, between Urban Forest and the combined estimates of Forest 

Type models (Table 5).   

 

3.3.Development density effects on biomass model performance 

Development density exhibited a negative relationship with biomass, and contributed 

on average 2.3% to the total explained biomass variance of models using 100%, 40% and 

10% point densities. Equivalent contributions of development density suggest that 

development density is independent of point density and not due to chance. We achieved 

lower AIC and RMSE values with higher significance levels using development densities 

between 100 m and 175 m radius buffers, peaking at 125 m with p<0.01 significance level 

for all three reduced point densities (Fig. 6a, 6b and 6c). Table 6 illustrates how biomass 

variance improved with the addition of development density. The biomass models at 125 m 

radius produced the highest adjusted R
2
 (0.83, 0.82, and 0.78 at 100%, 40%, and 10% point-

densities, respectively) and the lowest k-fold CV-RMSE values (30.4 t/ha, 32.9 t/ha, and 38.2 

t/ha at 100%, 40%, and 10%, respectively). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests revealed 

that biomass models using development densities at 100 m, 125 m, 150 m, and 175 m are 

significantly different from the models that exclude development density at all three reduced 

point densities (Table 6). 

 

3.4.Contribution of canopy stratification on biomass estimation 

Canopy stratification did not contribute to the Urban Forest biomass model and only 

marginally improved the unexplained variance of the Forest Type biomass models. On 
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average, the canopy stratification improved Forest Type biomass models by 1.4 t/ha and 1.2 

t/ha at 100% and 40% point densities, respectively; the deciduous model showed the greatest 

improvement of 2.2 t/ha at both densities (Table 7). 

 

4. Discussion 

Accurate and repeated biomass estimation over large urbanizing areas has become a 

necessity to manage remnant forests and their potential impacts on regional carbon dynamics. 

This research explored the effects of LiDAR point density and landscape context on the 

accuracy of biomass estimates in urban remnant forests at a regional scale. We found that 

reducing point density provided a viable solution to regional scale assessment without 

compromising accuracy of biomass estimates. Differences in adjusted R
2
 and RMSE values 

between 100% and 1% LiDAR point density cases were modest and disproportionate to the 

reduction in average point spacing and file size (Table 1). Jakubowski et al. (2013) found 

similar results and suggested that the accuracy of predicted forest structure metrics remains 

relatively high until low point densities are incorporated in the model. This raises two 

important methodological questions not addressed in this current study. First, what is the 

minimum number of points required to sufficiently represent the three-dimensional structure 

to provide suitable metrics for the estimation of biomass estimation? Second, how to reduce 

LiDAR data without compromising the quality of structural attributes? In this study, the data 

reduction algorithm and the structural predictors contributed to the performance of biomass 

estimation across the reduced point densities. 

LiDAR data reduction by the ‘percentage of the total points’ algorithm was selected 

over the ‘point density’ and ‘point spacing’ algorithms since the latter two methods vary tile 

to tile and are determined by the complexities found in forest stands. For example, the overall 

point spacing for the county level LiDAR data was 1 m, while plot-level LiDAR data 

reduced to 20% density produced the equivalent point spacing. Table 1 shows that LiDAR 

data at lower point densities decreased the average point spacing disproportionately in 

comparison to reductions in file size. These findings are consistent with Anderson et al. 
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(2006) in that the reduction of LiDAR data to a certain extent does not affect the statistical 

properties of the elevation models. Therefore, LiDAR data can be reduced without 

significantly impacting the accuracy of biomass estimates. For example, models using 40% 

LiDAR point density with significant reduction in density, spacing and file size produced 

comparable biomass estimates models using the full LiDAR dataset (Table 1). Such data 

reduction can considerably minimize data processing time for large-area assessments without 

compromising the accuracy of biomass estimates. Point density reductions may lower data 

costs for large-area assessments, especially in cases where repeated coverage is needed. 

The cumulative Forest Type biomass model outperformed the Urban Forest model at 

both 100% and 40% point densities. The observed variability in model performance across 

the three forest types at both point densities corroborates the findings of Zolkos et al. (2013). 

The structural complexities (e.g., canopy stratification, presence of understory vegetation, 

canopy density, etc.) of forest strata are one potential source of variability in model 

performance. Other issues such as leaf-on vs. leaf-off LiDAR data also impact model 

performance. Naesset (2005) reported that variability of the height distribution tends to 

increase from leaf-on to leaf-off conditions, which may cause variation in biomass estimates. 

This research utilized leaf-off data, and so this effect could not be evaluated. Likewise, less 

variation in the heights of conifers could lead to higher accuracies for biomass estimates in 

coniferous stands compared with hardwood stands (Nelson et al. 2004). This disparity may 

also depend upon the height to biomass relationship difference between hardwood (more 

biomass in branches) and conifer species (Nelson et al. 2007). However, differences in the 

performance of the Forest Type (evergreen and mixed) models using100% and 40% of 

LiDAR data were unexpected. Adding the ‘basal area ratio’ variable to these models resulted 

in similar estimates, suggesting that the reduced point density does not fully explain the 

complexity found in the lower strata of evergreen trees in urban remnant forests either in 

evergreen or mixed forest type field plots. This is a significant finding given the prevalence 

of conifers in the study system making ‘basal area ratio’ an important variable to effectively 

compensate for low point densities in the evergreen and mixed forest type biomass models. 
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Urbanization alters tree growth and understory recruitment along urban-rural 

gradients (Nitschke and Innes 2008; O'Brien et al. 2012). Evaluation of biomass models 

using development density at increasing radii revealed development density as an important 

contributor to biomass estimates and the quantification biomass of urban remnant forests. 

Our results illustrate improved performance from 100 m to 175 m buffer distance, with no 

change beyond 175 m (Fig. 6; Table 6). Insignificant contributions of development density to 

biomass estimation from the edge of the field plot to 100 m may be due to the deliberate 

distribution of field plots within forest sites with the least amount of developed land cover. 

The absence of a development density effect beyond175 m could be ascribed to the 

maximum developed land cover around each plot given the prevalence of developed land 

cover in this urbanizing region. To verify this significant outcome was not by chance and was 

independent of point density, we modeled biomass at three different LiDAR point densities 

(100%, 40%, and 10%) and found the same outcomes. O'Brien et al. (2012) suggested that 

anthropogenic impacts on urban forests could be multi-faceted; therefore, additional research 

is required to fully understand which land cover type has more impact on forest biomass 

estimates along urban- rural gradients. 

Evaluation of multiple linear regression models in our analysis illustrated that 

descriptive statistics metrics (e.g., tree-height-variance (Hvar)) explained more variance than 

direct canopy height related metrics and were overall key predictors of biomass. The second 

largest contributor to overall model performance was HMADmo (median of the absolute 

deviations from the overall mode), which is a robust measure of variability within a data 

sample. This implies that field-measured biomass is primarily related to overall vertical 

forest structure. Zimble et al. (2003) identified tree-height-variance as an effective metric for 

classifing various vertical forest structural configurations. Additionally, leaf-off LiDAR has 

been recommended to improve the estimation accuracy of biophysical properties and 

prediction in a mixed forest, with further improvements by adding forest stratification 

(Naesset 2005). However, the contributions of these two variables in overall model 

performance could be a potential explanation for the relatively poor performance of canopy 

stratification in our Urban Forest biomass model. 
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5. Conclusions 

Management of large scale urban remnant forests, including the maintenance of 

ecosystem functioning and services, can be enhanced by the resourceful use of LiDAR 

remote sensing for improved assessment of regional scale urban forests biomass. This study 

advances the application of LiDAR data for effective assessment of large-area biomass. Our 

results suggest that reducing LiDAR point density maintains biomass-modeling performance 

posed by large-area urban forests biomass assessments. Point density reduction may offer an 

effective solution for minimizing regional scale data procurement costs, and overcoming 

computational challenges posed by voluminous LiDAR data and point clouds derived by 

Structure from Motion technique. Equivalent biomass estimates across multiple point 

densities suggests the ‘percentage of the total points’ data reduction algorithm is suitable for 

large-area applications. Lower individual and cumulative RMSE values of the Forest Type 

biomass models emphasize the consideration of forest types for reasonable biomass estimates 

at regional scales. As expected, land cover type impacts the productivity and growth of 

forests in urbanizing landscapes, and when we added development density to the biomass 

models, our estimates improved. We also observed that canopy stratification did not improve 

our biomass estimation for urban forests but did lead to a slight improvement when applied 

to the deciduous biomass model. This suggests complexity in the vertical strata of deciduous 

forests affects biomass estimation. Our evaluation of all biomass models revealed tree-

height-variance as the most useful biomass predictor, corroborating it’s suitability for 

classifying various vertical forest structure configurations (Zimble et al. 2003). Overall, our 

findings suggest that reduced density LiDAR data may lower data procurement costs for 

repeated assessments without sacrificing accuracy, and biomass estimates can be improved 

by including landscape characteristics (e.g., land cover types, development density, etc.) in 

the regional analysis.    
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Table 1. Distribution of point density and point spacing, and file size at plot level for 

different LiDAR data reductions. 

 

LiDAR
(%)

 
Point-density (point/m

2
) 

 
Point-spacing (m)  

File size (MB) 
Min Max Average Min Max Average 

100 2.64 13.67 5.77  0.21 0.65 0.43  10.1 

80 2.12 11.12 4.57  0.23 0.71 0.48 8.11 

60 1.66 8.29 3.46  0.27 0.82 0.56 6.10 

40 1.06 5.37 2.30  0.35 1.04 0.71 4.07 

20 0.51 2.78 1.16  0.51 1.52 1.03 2.05 

10 0.26 1.32 0.58  0.77 2.30 1.52 1.06 

5 0.13 0.68 0.29  1.10 3.29 2.25 0.55 

1 0.03 0.14 0.06  2.27 8.90 5.48 0.14 
% 

Percentage of original LiDAR data 

MB = megabyte 

 

 

Table 2. Parameters used for estimating aboveground biomass for all hardwood and 

softwood species found in the study system. Developed by Jenkins et al. (2003). 

 

 Species group 
Parameters 

R
2
 

β0 β1 

Hardwood 

Soft maple/birch –1.9123 2.3651 0.958 

Mixed hardwood –2.4800 2.4835 0.980 

Hard maple/oak/hickory/beech –2.0127 2.4342 0.988 

Softwood 
Cedar/larch –2.0336 2.2592 0.981 

Pine –2.5356 2.4349 0.987 
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Table 3. Predictor variables derived from each LiDAR point density, and used in multiple 

regression models for estimating plot level aboveground biomass. 

 

Variable Variable Description 

TRC Total return count 

Hmin Height minimum 

Hmax Height maximum 

Hmean Height mean 

Hmode Height mode 

HSD Height standard deviation 

Hvar Height variance 

Hcv Height coefficient of variation 

Hske Height skewness 

Hkur Height kurtosis 

HAAD Height average absolute deviation 

HMAD Height median absolute deviation 

HMADMe Median of the absolute deviations from the overall median 

HMADMo Median of the absolute deviations from the overall mode 

HIQR Height interquartile range 

HP(1-99) Height percentile: 1
th
, 5

th
, 10

th
, 20

th
, 25

th
, 30

th
, 40

th
, 50

th
 (median), 60

th
, 70

th
, 75

th
, 

80
th
, 90

th
, 95

th
, and 99

th
  

CRR Canopy relief ratio 

PFRame Percentage first returns above mean 

PFRamo Percentage first returns above mode 

FRaMe  First returns above mean 

FRaMo First returns above mode 

ARaMe All returns above mean 

ARaMo All returns above mode 

DevDen† Development density radius: 50 m, 75 m, 100 m , 125 m , 150 m, 175 m, 200 m, 

and 500 m 

BAratio‡ Ratio between coniferous and hardwood basal area in the plot 

CSTRATA Canopy stratification 

† Variable derived from 2007 land cover estimated using LiDAR structural and Landsat TM 

data at 5 m spatial resolution (Singh et al., 2012).   

‡ Variable derived from field-based dbh 
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Table 4. Multiple linear regression models for predicting aboveground biomass using predictor variables derived from 

original LiDAR data and point density reductions (by percentage). 

   

LiDAR
(%)

 Model with significant variables R
2
 R

2
 (adj)

 RMSE 

(t/ha) 

Xval† 

(t/ha) 
F-test‡ 

100 
y = 44.39 + 0.31Hvar -3.72HMADmo + 

3.46HP05 
0.8203 0.8114 31.99 34.02 (F1, 63 = 1.21, p = 0.43, CI = 0.74/1.99) 

80 
y = 49.26 + 0.31Hvar -3.65HMADmo + 

3.28HP05 
0.8086 0.7992 33.02 35.34 (F1, 63  = 1.24, p = 0.39, CI = 0.75/2.03) 

60 
y = 5.40 + 0.28Hvar -2.58HMADmo** + 

3.12HP05 + 0.62PFRame
×
 

0.8076 0.7948 33.10 36.93 (F1, 63 = 1.24, p = 0.39, CI = 0.75/2.03) 

40 
y = 11.13 + 0.28Hvar -3.36HMADmo + 

2.67HP05 + 0.75PFRame* 
0.8210 0.8090 31.94 34.06 (F1, 63 = 1.22, p = 0.43, CI = 0.74/1.99) 

20 
y = 26.16 + 0.28Hvar -3.44HMADmo + 

2.70HP05 + 0.51PFRame
×
 

0.7872 0.7730 34.82 37.58 (F1, 63 = 1.27, p = 0.34, CI = 0.77/2.08) 

10 
y= 19.57 + 0.27Hvar -3.64HMADmo* + 

2.84HP05 + 0.62PFRame
×
 

0.7747 0.7597 35.82 38.87 (F1, 63 = 1.29, p = 0.30, CI = 0.79/2.12) 

5 
y= 34.12 + 0.28Hvar -3.47HMADmo* + 

2.30HP05 + 0.56PFRame
×

  
0.7624 0.7466 36.79 39.35 (F1, 63 = 1.31, p = 0.28, CI = 0.80/2.15) 

1 
y= -119.15 + 1.27TRC* + 2.56Hmin + 

0.17Hvar  + 259.90CRR 
0.7164 0.6975 40.19 43.63 (F1, 63 = 1.40, p = 0.18, CI = 0.85/2.29) 

% 
Percentage of original LiDAR data 

†10-fold cross validation 

‡Between observed and predicted aboveground biomass 

Level of significance:  0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘
×
’ 0.1 
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Table 5. Multiple linear regression models for predicting aboveground biomass for different forest types using original 

LiDAR point density (100%) and 40% point density reduction. 

 

LiDAR
(%)

  Coefficients R
2
 

R
2
 

Adjusted
 

RMSE 

(t/ha) 

100 

Evergreen y = -65.62 + 0.03TRC + 27.08Hmin + 0.32Hvar -4.58 HMADmo 0.8681 0.8371 23.37 

Deciduous y = 178.85 + 0.30Hvar -73.78In(HMADmo) + 3.38HP05 0.8267 0.7942 29.13 

Mixed y = 121.89 -79.20In(TRC) + 0.15Hvar -15.30HP01 + 4.76HP05 0.8490 0.8135 24.79 

40 

Evergreen y = -239.07 + 0.03In(TRC) + 0.25Hvar -2.67HMADmo + 8.21EP01 0.8362 0.7977 26.05 

Deciduous y = 210.21 + 0.31Hvar -83.92In(HMADmo) + 2.98HP05 0.8257 0.7930 29.22 

Mixed y = 73.12 -0.04TRC + 0.25Hvar -8.48HP01 + 6.54HP05 0.8056 0.7598 28.13 

40† 
Evergreen† y = -370.27 + 52.7In(TRC) + 0.25Hvar -2.69HMADmo + 29.53Hmin -0.79BAratio

×
 0.8599 0.8161 24.09 

Mixed†  y = 129.12 -0.05TRC + 0.23Hvar -8.90HP01 + 5.94HP05 -89.23BAratio* 0.8555 0.8104 24.25 
% 

Percentage of original LiDAR data 

† Model with BAratio variable 

Level of significance:  0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘
×
’ 0.1 
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Table 6.  Contribution of development density, derived at eight different radii, in the regression models for predicting 

aboveground biomass using predictor variables derived at 100% and 40% LiDAR point densities. 

 

LiDAR
(%)

 
Radius 

(m) 
Coefficients R

2
 

R
2
 

Adjusted
 AIC 

RMSE 

(t/ha) 

Xval† 

(t/ha) 
ANOVA‡ 

100 

00 y = 44.39 + 0.31Hvar -3.72HMADmo + 3.46HP05 0.8203 0.8114 644.99 31.99 34.02  

50 y = 42.51 + 0.31Hvar -3.72HMADmo + 3.49HP05 + 15.73DevDen
±
 0.8207 0.8087 646.85 31.96 34.69  

75 y = 48.71 + 0.31Hvar -3.69HMADmo + 3.42HP05 -33.79DevDen
±
 0.8218 0.8100 646.43 31.86 35.52  

100 y = 54.60 + 0.30Hvar -3.51HMADmo + 3.49HP05 -99.43DevDen* 0.8336 0.8226 641.97 30.78 33.10 p = 0.03 

125 y = 55.97 + 0.30Hvar -3.39HMADmo + 3.34HP05 -112.66DevDen** 0.8380 0.8272 640.26 30.38 30.39 p = 0.01 

150 y = 55.91 + 0.30Hvar -3.35HMADmo + 3.51HP05 -106.57DevDen* 0.8370 0.8261 640.65 30.47 33.76 p = 0.01 

175 y = 53.67 + 0.30Hvar -3.45HMADmo + 3.50HP05 -84.11DevDen* 0.8316 0.8204 642.77 30.97 33.67 p = 0.05 

200 y = 54.23 + 0.30Hvar -3.49HMADmo + 3.45HP05 -72.48DevDen
±
 0.8295 0.8181 643.58 31.16 34.93  

500 y = 52.55 + 0.31Hvar -3.66HMADmo + 3.48HP05 -43.33DevDen
±
 0.8248 0.8132 645.32 31.59 37.76  

40 

00 y = 55.34 + 0.29Hvar -3.71HMADmo + 3.12HP05 0.8049 0.7953 650.33 33.34 34.53  

50 y = 56.32 + 0.29Hvar -3.71HMADmo + 3.10HP05 -8.70DevDen
±
 0.8050 0.7920 652.29 33.33 37.56  

75 y = 62.52 + 0.29Hvar -3.67HMADmo + 3.06HP05 -60.89DevDen
±
 0.8100 0.7974 650.59 32.89 35.56  

100 y = 65.96 + 0.28Hvar -3.42HMADmo + 3.24HP05 -123.91DevDen* 0.8254 0.8137 645.12 31.53 33.83 p = 0.01 

125 y = 66.79 + 0.28Hvar -3.29HMADmo + 3.30HP05 -134.85DevDen** 0.8297 0.8183 643.50 31.15 32.87 p = 0.001 

150 y = 66.41 + 0.28Hvar -3.24HMADmo + 3.27HP05 -125.45DevDen** 0.8275 0.8160 644.33 31.35 34.53 p = 0.001 

175 y = 64.03 + 0.29Hvar -3.34HMADmo + 3.22HP05 -96.49DevDen* 0.8194 0.8074 647.31 32.07 35.16 p = 0.03 

200 y = 65.15 + 0.29Hvar -3.41HMADmo + 3.17HP05 -85.38DevDen* 0.8175 0.8053 647.99 32.24 36.48  

500 y = 62.83 + 0.29Hvar -3.57HMADmo + 3.19HP05 -47.89DevDen
±
 0.8103 0.7977 650.50 32.87 35.84  

% 
Percentage of original LiDAR data 

± Insignificant in the model 

†10-fold cross validation 

‡Between models with and without development density 

Level of significance:  0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘
×
’ 0.1 
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Table 6. (continued). 

 

LiDAR
(%)

 
Radius 

(m) 
Coefficients R

2
 

R
2
 

Adjusted
 AIC 

RMSE 

(t/ha) 

Xval† 

(t/ha) 
ANOVA‡ 

10 

00 y = 43.03 + 0.25Hvar -1.54HMADmo + 3.13HP05 0.7598 0.7480 663.84 36.99 41.67  

50 y = 42.47 + 0.25Hvar -1.54HMADmo + 3.13HP05 + 4.84DevDen
±
 0.7598 0.7438 665.83 36.98 40.84  

75 y = 50.03 + 0.24Hvar -1.49HMADmo + 3.11HP05 -61.92DevDen
±
 0.7651 0.7494 664.40 36.58 41.47  

100 y = 56.47 + 0.24Hvar -1.38HMADmo + 3.24HP05 -138.43DevDen** 0.7857 0.7714 658.42 34.93 40.50 p = 0.01 

125 y = 58.09 + 0.24Hvar -1.29HMADmo + 3.26HP05 -148.82DevDen** 0.7909 0.7769 656.83 34.51 38.23 p = 0.001 

150 y = 58.02 + 0.24Hvar -1.26HMADmo + 3.23HP05 -141.19DevDen** 0.7895 0.7754 657.27 34.63 39.30 p = 0.001 

175 y = 55.19 + 0.24Hvar -1.33HMADmo + 3.17HP05 -109.58DevDen* 0.7792 0.7645 660.37 35.46 39.95 p = 0.03 

200 y = 56.15 + 0.24Hvar -1.38HMADmo + 3.11HP05 -95.61DevDen* 0.7760 0.7611 661.30 35.72 42.89  

500 y = 50.89 + 0.25Hvar -1.52HMADmo + 3.10HP05 -38.70DevDen
±
 0.7634 0.7477 664.85 36.71 42.13  

% 
Percentage of original LiDAR data 

± Insignificant in the model 

†10-fold cross validation 

‡Between models with and without development density 

Level of significance:  0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘
×
’ 0.1 
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Table 7. Contribution of canopy stratification in predicting aboveground biomass for Urban Forest, and Forest Type using 

predictor variables derived at 100% and 40% LiDAR point densities. 

 

LiDAR
(%)

 

Urban Forest   Forest Type 

Biomass model Residuals ~ CSTRATA   Biomass model 
 
Residuals ~ CSTRATA 

RMSE (t/ha)   RMSE (t/ha) 

100 

 

31.99 

 

 

31.91 

 

 Evergreen 23.37 22.32 

 Deciduous 29.13 26.97 

 Mixed 24.79 23.71 

40 31.94 31.78 

 Evergreen
†
 26.05 25.07 

 Deciduous 29.22 27.00 

 Mixed
†
 28.13 27.82 

% 
Percentage of original LiDAR data 

† Model without BAratio (coniferous and hardwood basal area ratio) variable
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Fig. 1. Study system. (a) Mecklenburg County in the center of Charlotte Metropolitan Region 

of North Carolina, USA, and (b) the distribution of forest cover across the county with an 

overlay of LiDAR tiles and locations of field plots. 
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Fig. 2. An illustration of percentage based LiDAR data reduction. The total number of 

LiDAR points (TP) and average point spacing (PS) are shown for each point density 

reduction at plot-level (400 m
2
). 
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Fig. 3. Predicted versus observed aboveground biomass at each LiDAR point density 

reduction. 
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Fig. 4. Predicted aboveground biomass categorized by LiDAR point density reductions with 

red horizontal line indicating the median of observed biomass.
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Fig. 5. Predicted versus observed aboveground biomass by Forest Type: (a) model based on 100% point density, (b) model 

based on 40% point density, and (c) effect of basal area ratio (BAratio) on the evergreen and mixed forest type biomass 

models. 
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Fig. 6. Change in AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and RMSE values with increasing 

radii for development density. Contribution of development density in regression models for 

predicting aboveground biomass using predictor variables derived at the point density 

reductions of (a) 100%, (b) 40%, and (c) 10%. 
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Fig. 7. Canopy stratification 
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CONCLUSIONS 

LiDAR remote sensing is a promising source of structural data with great potential to 

map, measure, and model the spatial heterogeneity of urban landscapes at both fine and 

regional scales. LiDAR applications are generally limited to small area due to prohibitive 

cost and the computational difficulties posed by large data volumes. In this collection of 

work, I investigated the use of LiDAR data for mapping, measuring, and modeling spatial 

heterogeneity of urban landscapes at regional scales. In the first study, the fusion of LiDAR 

digital surface models with Landsat TM imagery was performed to improve accuracy of 

mapping urban landscape heterogeneity over large regional extents. The second study 

addressed the use of LiDAR for detecting and mapping the spatial distribution of understory 

invasive plants in urbanizing forest landscapes. In the final study, I evaluated the effects of 

LiDAR point density and landscape context on the estimation of aboveground biomass of 

remnant forests in urbanizing landscapes. The results suggest that leveraging high resolution 

LiDAR data ‘alone’ and through ‘fusion’ with spectral remote sensing improves assessments 

of emerging complexities – heterogeneity along urban-rural gradients, understory invasion, 

and forest biomass – in urban landscapes over large regions. 

The digital surface models derived from an optimal resolution of LiDAR data, when 

fused with moderate-resolution multispectral imagery, not only strikes a balance between 

computational efficiency and classification accuracy for mapping land cover over large 

heterogeneous regions, but also provides improved discrimination of spectrally similar land 

cover types. There is also evidence that the need-based modification of land-use and land-

cover classification schema may considerably improve overall mapping accuracy.  

The leaf-off LiDAR data ‘alone’ is suitable for accurately detecting and mapping the 

spatial distribution of the understory invasive plant, Ligustrum sinense, over large urbanizing 

regions. Findings highlight the implication of the structural and spectral characteristics of 

LiDAR for quantifying landscape-level topography, forest stand characteristics, and physical 

plant attributes for successful detection and mapping of such understory invasive plants. The 

selection of appropriate classification algorithms also contributes to overcoming data 
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complexities, including multidimensionality and nonlinearity in multisource data, and 

provides a generalized approach for rapid assessments over large urbanizing regions. 

Moderate to low point density LiDAR data does not affect derived structural 

configuration of tree stands. Therefore, reducing point density provides an effective solution 

for minimizing large-area data procurement costs and overcoming computational challenges 

while maintaining biomass estimate accuracy. Disaggregating urban forests into different 

forest types also allows improvement in accuracy estimates of biomass at regional scales. 

The addition of landscape context in the LiDAR-based biomass model results in improved 

models with higher biomass estimates compared to models using LiDAR alone. 

These observations led to the conclusion that leveraging high resolution LiDAR data 

‘alone’ and through ‘fusion’ may help improve our understanding of emerging complexities 

in urban landscapes. The goal of this work was to advance LiDAR analytics for accurate and 

detailed estimation of urban landscape heterogeneity over large regional extents. 

Collectively, these studies suggest that establishing optimal resolution/and point-density for 

LiDAR data is a highly effective method of pursuing large-area studies of urban landscape 

heterogeneity, and the fusion of LiDAR-derived variables with multispectral data is 

beneficial in some applications, such as improving class discrimination of spectrally similar 

land cover types. Finally, the direct measurement of forest understory and overstory structure 

using LiDAR has proven valuable for the study of complex and heterogeneous ecosystems 

like urban forests. 
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Appendix 

Schematics used to create predictor variables 

1. Elevation relief ratio 

The elevation relief ratio (ERR) index is a measure of the extent to which topography 

has been opened up by natural and anthropogenic activities. ERR provides hypsometric 

information about a watershed. 

 

ERR = (ZMEAN – ZMIN) / (ZMAX – ZMIN) (Pike and Wilson 1971) 

 

I used ArcGIS based ‘Geomorphometry and Gradient Metrics’ tools (Evans 2014) to develop 

ERR index using ‘rectangle’ analysis window and ‘3 x 3’ cells neighborhood settings. 

 

2. Curvature 

The curvature (Crv) is useful for identifying areas of rapid change and the flow across 

a surface. I used the Curvature tool from the Spatial Analyst tools of ArcGIS to create a 

‘curvature raster’. Since the horizontal and vertical units were in the same units of measure 

(NC FIPS 3200, NAD 1983, m), I used the default z-factor which is ‘1’.    

A positive curvature value indicates that the surface is upwardly convex at that 

particular cell, and a negative value indicates that the surface is upwardly concave while 0 

value means the surface is flat. 

 

3. Hillshade 

A hillshade raster is used to show illumination ratio of surfaces. It is created by 

applying an illumination to the elevation raster source at a user-specified azimuth and 

altitude. I used Hillshade tool from the Spatial Analyst tools of ArcGIS to create a hillshade 

raster. For this, I used the default z-factor of 1 since the horizontal and vertical values are all 
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in the same unit of measure (meters) and considered local illumination angle by disabling the 

model shadows option in the tool. Integer value ranges from 0 to 255 in a hillshade raster. 

 

4. Solar radiation index 

Topography of a landscape play a key role in determining the amount of solar energy 

incident at a location on the Earth’s surface. Variability in elevation, slope, slope orientation, 

and shadowing, can create strong local gradients in solar radiation that directly and indirectly 

affect ecological and environmental systems including energy and water balances and 

primary production. I calculated the direct solar irradiance for the study area from the solar 

elevation angle, solar azimuth angle, slope, and aspect of the slope using the formula 

described in Dubayah and Rich (1995).  

 

Solar Radiation = [(cos ΘO * cos S) + (sin ΘO * sin S * cos (ΦO – A))] * So exp (-To/cos ΘO) 

 

Where, 

ΘO = solar elevation angle; S = slope; ΦO = solar azimuth; A = aspect of slope; So = standard 

exoatmospheric flux (= 1353w/m
2
), and To = optical depth. 

 

Output values ranged from completely shadowed (0 and negative values) to 

completely lit (positive values). The units are w/m
2

. I used the Model Builder of ArcGIS to 

create a SRI raster. To calculate the direct solar irradiance, I estimated the solar elevation 

angle and solar azimuth using the NOAA Solar Position Calculator. I used the Spring 

Equinox (March 21
st
, 2012) at 10:00AM because of LiDAR data were collected during the 

spring of 2012. The structure of equation and model (Fig. 1) looks like this: 

 

Filename (SRI) = ((Cos (elevation div deg) * Cos (slope_map div deg)) + (Sin (elevation div 

deg) * Sin (slope_map div deg) * Cos (azimuth div deg – aspect_map div deg)) * (1353 * 

exp(-optical depth div Cos (elevation div deg))) 
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5. Topographic moisture index 

The topographic moisture index (TMI) is a wetness index. I created TMI by taking 

the natural logarithm of the ratio of the upslope contributing area (a) and the local slope 

(tanβ). 

 

TMI = ln(a/tan B) 

where, a = Upslope contributing area in m
2
, and β = Slope raster. 

 

I used the Model Builder in order to automate the entire process (Fig. 2). It involved 

creating a flow direction raster from a filled DEM, flow accumulation raster using flow 

direction raster, and a slope raster. Finally, I used the above equation in Raster Calculator to 

create TMI. 

  

6. Topographic roughness index 

The terrain ruggedness index (TRI) expresses the amount of elevation difference 

between adjacent cells of a DEM. It is calculated by estimating the difference between the 

elevation value of a cell and the mean of the eight surrounding cells. I used ArcGIS to create 

TRI in three steps. First, I used the Focal Statistics tool of ArcGIS to create minimum 

neighborhood raster (input = DEM, neighborhood = rectangle, size = 3×3, units = cells, 

Statistics Type = minimum). Second, I created maximum neighborhood raster following the 

same procedure (input = DEM, neighborhood = rectangle, size = 3×3, units = cells, Statistics 

Type = maximum). Finally, I derived TRI by taking the square root of the difference between 

squared value of these two rasters in Raster Calculator followed by reclassifying resulted 

values into seven categories as described in Riley et al. (1999) using the Reclassify tool.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic for creating the solar radiation index. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic for creating the topographic moisture index. 

 


